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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab
ll-hed and consolldatid with the Oa
zette In 1882
The Free Press was es- 1
tabllsh d In 1855 and In 1891 changed j
Ita name to the Tribune. These papers ,
t msolldated March 17, 1897.

Not with eye-service, as men
pleasers; but In singleness of
heart, (earing Ood. Whatsoever
ye do. do it heartily, as to the
Lord, and not unto men.—Col. 3:
22. 23.
Officials of the local Central
Maine offlce officiated in the ca
pacity of hosts in Temple hall Mon
day night their guests being W. F.
Wyman. Assistant Oeneral Man
ager; A. T. Littlefield. Sales Man
ger; Ray Morrison, Power En
gineer; Robert Hudson. Lighting
Engineer; and Ralph Chase of the
Service Department. Augusta. Joseph
E. Blaisdeil, principal of the local
High School and J E. Stevens were
also guests. In the Rockland group
were H. P Blodgett. L. E. Jones.
Earle Oowell. Raymond McFarland.
Allan J. Murray and Danforth
Adams. Dinner was provided bj'
the Home Service Department with
Miss Ruth Cluff and Mrs. Alice Ma
son in charge.
Frank D. Alden is confined to his
home at The Meadows, as result of
a fall on the ice.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO HMI

SHOW TIMES Matinees;
Saturday 2.M. Sunday 1*0. Every
evening at 8 00

THURS.-FRI., FEB. 22-23

BARBARA STANWYCK
FRED MacMl'RRAY
BEULAH BONDI

ln

“Remember The Night”
SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 24
Paramount's Super-Western
Melodrama

“GERONIMO”
with

Andy Devine. Preston Foster.
Ellen Drew. Ralph Morgan
SUN.-MON., FEB. 25-23
JAMES CAGNEY
PAT O'BRIEN

GEORGE BRENT
in

“THE FIGHTING 69th”

Charge Of Monday
Night’s Interesting Meet
ing Held By the D. U. V.

Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., held
cne of the most interesting sessions
of the year in Orand Army hall
Mcnday night, with the new officers
in the chairs. Mrs. Lina Carroll,
president, introduced In place of the
usual "mystery' a Scotch auction,
furnishing fun galore; also pennies
for the F.oral collection. Mrs. Jose
phine Lothrop, treasurer, also a
charter member was presented with
a birthday remembrance, a shower
(f cards and cake. She thanked
the Tent in a mest pleasing man
ner At the close of the remarks
tlie Daughters greeted her with the
old familiar "Happy Birthday To
You."
Several of the sick members were
remembered with flowers during the
month. Rehearsal was held In
preparation for inspection to take
place in tlie near future. The
piogram consisted of readings by
Merdames Cables, Carroll, French,
Lothrcp, McRae, "The Gettysburg
Address by Mrs Pietroski. and re
marks on the article “Now he be
longs to the ages," appearing in a
current magazine, by Mrs. Plum
mer. who read "Our Mission." Mrs
Pietroski sang "America the Beau
tiful,' accompanied by Mrs. McRae
at the piano An Invitation was
extended by Mrs. French to meet
with her, for sewing and supper,
Friday, all members to take patchword pieces and food as requested
Mrs. Blanche Shade, assisted byseveral others, held a very success
ful beano party in the afternoon,
the awards consisting of foods
valued by every housewife.
At 6 o'clock members and guests
were called to a bountiful repast,
served by Mrs French, Mrs Hara
den and Mrs. Packard. It was a
happy band of Daughters that took
their departure for heme, feeling
that the day had been profitable,
pleasant and instructive.
Mrs
Priscilla Smith will be the next
auctioneer; also chairman of the
beano, the first Monday in March
Mrs. Cables and Mrs Payson will
be supper committee on that date.
A "mysterious friend" wil be in
troduced and "a kitchen band" will
furnish music for the good of the
order.
E. P.

The return game which all Rock
land basketball fans have been
waiting for will take place tonight
at the Community Building when
the Rockland Trojans and the Cam- I
den Y.M.C.A. stock up against each
other to settle once and for all!
which has the better team. The 1
last time these two teams met Cam
den squeezed out a 31-30 victory in
a blistering battle and the game
tonight will be another tossup on
who will be the winner. The line
up for the Trojans Is somewhat uncertain, but you can bet that Bill
ings. LaCrosse. Karl and McLeod
will be all set to go when the open
ing whistle blows. To close the eve- I
ning's festivities a dance’ will be
held after the game.

LEACH’S
OUTING GOWNS
REGULAR SIZES
$1.59 Value. SALE
$1.15
$1.00 Value. SPECIAL 69c
OUTSIZES

$1.00 Value.

SALE

79c

BALBRIGGAN PAJAMAS
Values up to Sl 318

Special 69c

The average Maine Republican will view with hearty ap
proval the action of William S. Linnell in withdrawing from
the gubernatorial contest, in which, while an announced can
didate, he had made no active fight, and circulated no primary
nomination papers. Mr. Linnell’s services as Maine’s national
committeeman make him for the moment of greater value to
the Republican party than he could be by waging a proble
matical battle for the gubernatorial nomination, for which he
is admittedly so well fitted.
Mr. Linnell’s withdrawal is in the interest of party har
mony and party success In the important pending election. He
wants to see the nomination of a Republican candidate wrho
can continue the success achieved by the party in the last two
State elections, and one does not have to read between the
lines to see exactly what he means. His retirement from the
field leaves four militant candidates and the number might well
be reduced to three if the candidates shared Mr. Linnell’s
willingness and foresight. Other opportunities are coming for
whoever is willing to make the sacrifice at this time—possibly
more tempting than the governorship.

To Meet In Augusta
THE WASHINGTON SPHINX
President Roosevelt's continued silence on the matter of
a third term doubtless has strategic significance, for the men
who are said to write his speeches and boss some of his
affairs, are strategists no less. The President may desire to
hold the wolves at bay until he can select the candidate of
his choice, or he may be watching with pardonable satisfaction
the rising of the third term boosters, but as matters now stand
he is pursuing a policy which seems hardly fair to other
aspirants in his own party, or the country at large. That old
bromide that he is the only man who could save the country
in case of war is an exploded theory. The United 8tates
continued to function without men like George Washington,
Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson.
It should be willing to "take a chance" without Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
O
O---------- 0
IN MUDDLED EUROPE

The war situation in Europe grows increasingly complex,
but not altogether as satisfactory as we would like to have lt.
Far from maintaining a mastery of the waters England tallies
up losses which are both disheartening and impressive. France
continues to mark time. Turkev shows some indications of
being ready to cut loose. The Russian bear is now march
ing on all fours, and Finland, its desperate appeal for help
unanswered officially, is being slowly but surely beaten back.
If sympathizing nations continue to do nothing but sympathize
it seems only a question of time when the world’s bravest
little nation must take the count. When will that catastrophe
occur, and what next?

GALLANT FRIEND IN NEED

(Herald Tribune)

Everyone is glad to see thrift belatedly gaining ground in
the mind of Congress But not at the expense of a small and
courageous nation defending herself against the aggression
of a giant. Not at risk to the life of a democracy’ fighting the
cause of democracy against the most brutal of dictatorships.
Not by turning a cold shoulder to a friend in need.
Sentiment in the country in support of the Finnish re
public is overwhelming, as every poll records. We are confi
dent that it would support an outright gift of arms to the
Finns in their hour of desperation. All that Congress-afraidof-its-Shadow is debating is a loan for non-military purposes.
Yet hearings go on. debate goes on, while the bravest of the
brave, outnumbered ten to one, driven to the necessity of
rationing their dwindling supply of ammunition, of calling
their sick to the colors, are fighting one of the most dauntless
battles in the history of free peoples.
Every day, every hour counts. And the House still hems
and haws. Fortunately, individual Americans are coming for
ward in increasing numbers. The Finnish Relief Fund, headed
by Mr Hoover, has wisely undertaken to transmit money with
out restriction as to use as well as money tagged for relief.
We again ask our readers to give, and give quickly.
It is the spirit of these gifts which we would place before
Congress. Jesse Jones, testifying before the Banking Commit
tee of the House, talked like a small town banker, fingering hls
dollars. “If the Finns have a chance to win" was his test.
Well, the country knows a better test, and so. for the matter of
that, does every intelligent banker—the character of the bor
rower. The Finnish people have shown a sense of honor with
respect to a debt and a will to pay what thev owe that mean far
more than any easy security or material strength.
It is exactly this iron resolve and loyalty to the right that
gives the Finns their "chance" in the present struggle. The
American people ask for no other evidence, we are confident.
The more desperate the battle, the more insistent the demand
for action. It will be a national disgrace if Congress fails to
grant the loan promptly and without reservation.
BEAL-NYE

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
366 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Calvin Beal Jr., and Elinor F
Nye were married Saturday night
at the home of the brides aunt,
Mrs Ethel Prock, 17 Lisle street
Jerome C. Burrows. J. P. officiat
ed using the double ring service.
The bride wore pale pink lace, with
veil, and carried sweet peas. The
bridesmaid was Barbara Bartlett,
who wore yellow chiffon and car
ried yellow tulips. The best man
was Chester Delano, an uncle of the
bride.
There were 30 (guests present
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Beal is a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Nye and was a
graduate of Rockland High Schol.

class of 1939. Mr. Beal is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Beal Sr. of
this city.
They will reside at 44 South street
for the present.
l.liss Barbara Griffin of Ocean
street, a Sophomore i;. the foury- ai Secietarial Course at Nasson
College, Springvale, has bee i chosen
chairman for the indoor luncheon
ci rnnilttee for the annual College
Play 'Vul.end U b- held al the col
lege U") 23, 24, 25. B.tes Cclkge,
Colby College, the University of
Maine, and the University of New
Uai . -e will bc represented.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

YOU ARE INVITED TO SEE THE

MEET ME AT

w

THE RENDEZVOUS

The new, conveni ent second floor quarters at
Mid-Town Cafe welcome you. Its facilities
are yours—Superior Food, Perfection of

Service, Moderate Price*, Channing Environ
ment, Excellent Dance Floor.

1940
Frigidaires
A Beautiful
1940 FRIGIDAIRE
6 Cubic Feet Capacity

$114.75

After 8.00 o'clock each night a minimum charge of 25 cents
is required. Full value ts given for this In Choice Foods.
Parties, Club Groups or Individuals Always Warmly
Welcome At

Frigidaire Ha* Amazing New Charm and

“THE RENDEZVOUS”

ROCKLAND SALES & SERVICE

UPSTAIRS MID-TOWN CAFE ROCKLAND

1732

Efficiency For 1940—See the Full Line!

21 LIMEROCK STREET,
ALBERT E. McPHAlL

ROCKLAND, ME.
WILBUR A. FOGG

1940

Axel’s Valentine

Maine D. A?R. Will Hold Got Many Laugh* At Yes
Writes Nellie Pettee Webster from
The mild passage at arms in
terday’s Meeting Of Lions 300 Alton road. Miami Beach. Fla : dulged in by William B. Foster of
It* Annual Conference
"In a recent issue of Tlie Courier- Plymouth, N. H.. and the Roving
—Capt. Rice Spoke
There March 20-21
Oazette I noticed a picture of the Reporter, relative to thelr erstwhile
Mrs. Fred C. Morgan. Saco, State
Brotherhood Week and American old lighthouse tender Zizania, at the tennis playing abilities, finds a new
Regent. Maine Daughters of the Defense Week were jointly observed wharf at Vinalhaven and I thought entrant in the person of Fred Hew
it might interest you to know that ett of New Britain, a former
American Revolution, has issued by the Rockland Lions Club yester
I saw her tied up to the bank of the Thomaston boy who loomed con
a call to the 42nd annual confer day, the program being under the
Miami river as I sailed down that spicuously on the athletic horizon
ence to be held Wednesday and direction of “Al" Smith, who read
a letter from Melville Jones, secre- picturesque stream last Saturday. I in hls younger days. Noting a re
Thursday, March 20. 21. ln the ' tary of Lions International, who
am receiving my paper regularly and cent Black Cat item. Fred allows
House of Representatives Chamber, 1 urged every club to rededlcate its
look forward to its coining eagerly
Augusta, by invitation of Kous- i fundamental beliefs, referring to as it keeps me ln touch with affairs he could beat either Foster or the
Roving Reporter, left handed. And
Sinoc Chapter. Augusta.
; citizenship and patriotism. In this
Headquarters will be at the Au connection Mr. Smith read the at home."
on top of that wise crack, he asks
gusta House and there an Informal Lion's Code.
if Bill Foster remembers when he
A Waldoboro subscriber writes:
reception will be held at 6 30 p. m..
S. Constantine sang “God Bless
<Hewett) struck oui Phil Jason of
I
America",
with
Mrs.
Constantine
at
Wednesday, preceding the banquet
"Having read in your column of
Rockland
five times in one game.
p m„ with Mrs. William H. j the piano, members of the club join the faculty of doing two things at a
Pouch, honorary national presi ing in the chorus after hls effective time, 'I wish to say that I have Prom which lt appears that they
dent of the Children of the Ameri rendition.
dream weird dreams out ln the
can Revolution as the honor guest
Tlie guest speaker was a former seen my sister do four things at Nutmeg State
and speaker.
! member of the Lions Club, Capt. Lhe same time. She could knit,
Tlie Conference will be formally Keryn up Rice, who spoke as a read, rock the cradle and chew gum.
opened at 10 a. m Wednesday citizen rather tiian a retired army The cradle was of the settee style.
The perversity of many writer* in
Reports will be given by State of I officer.
spelling out the long name of a
ficers and State Chairmen and
He referred to the United States
Ashland has been visited by a month like February, and then ab
matters of importance discussed. Navy as the first line of defense,
The Memorial for D A R. members keeping warfare away from our flock of fur buyers and there has breviating the short names like
who have died during the past shores. The size of the Navy is been very little quibbling over March and April is beyond my un
year will be held Wednesday fore I theoretically governed by treaty, prices paid. Beaver are now bring derstanding. The general newspa
noon. In the afternoon at 4 30 i but really by the amount of money ing good money. February furs per style is to abbreviate February
the Daughters will be received at which the nations are able to raise are just about tops and thcre seems and spell in full March and April.
the Blaine House by Governor and lor that purpose.
Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows.
| The second line of defense is the to be a rush to acquire the last of But It ls not likely that anybody
Scrap books kept by Chapters Regular Army and the National the season's catch. Beaver trapping will be put in jail for deviating
during the past two years will be Guard—a delaying force until the will be over on March 1. Reliable from this custom.
on exhibition and judged on seven necessary volunteer armies can be fur houses are quoting large "blanpoints by a committee. Prizes will raised. The Regular Army has been | ket" beaver at 835 each while tlie
The egg laying contest goes on,
be awarded to the successful con raised from 60.000 men to <130.000,
testants. Preceding the Confer but during the World War there average run of the trap line, in Roland Thompson of Friendship
ence Tuesday at 4.30 p. m., a meet [ were 3,700.030 men under arms, and lots of 10 or more, are bringing writes he can better by one ounce
ing of the executive board will be I their participation in the war was around 820 cr better. Clyle Leach
held in the room of the State i more expensive than it should have and Fred Anderson, the Ashland the last one recorded In the Black
Regent. Tuesday night at the oeen. according to Capt Rice. There airplane trappers, sold 10 skins to a Cat He recently picked up an
egg. laid by a hen in his flock
Augusta House an informal en was enormous wastage and enor
Houlton buyer for 8275, or at 827.50
tertainment will be presented under mous pensions are being paid.
which weighed 7 ounces and was
the auspices of the State president
Only one man out of seven reach a piece. Leon Robinson and Archie 7'i inches ln circumference and 9
of the Cnildren of the American es the front line, the others being Archibald sold 32 skins to a Bangor
Revolution. Miss Carmeta Appleby engaged in providing munitions, buyer for $761 or an average of inches the long way of the egg
with Fort Western Chapter. C.A.R. supplies, etc. In 1928 the cost of 823.78 each. This lot contained
and Mrs. Ada R. Andrews. State the Army was one cent per day. per
One year ago: Lloyd Rhodes wai
several small skins which cut down
chairman Junior Citizens, with capita.
appointed
agent for the Prudential
the
average.
groups of these juniors.
The country ls divided into nine
Insurance Co—Charles E Walmscorps areas. Maine being ln the
Albert Averill of the Post Office ley bought the Johnston dru*
First Corps area The Army gives
full value received in peace time.
staff has spent his Ufe on the Rock store—Ten students from Rock
The speaker criticised the furnish land waterfront and many times land and vicinity made the dean'i
ing of aggressor nations with muniTwelve From Thi* Vicinity I tions. and the practice of buying has cast his weather eye out over 1 list at University of Maine—Chester
Make Grade At Maine— gold from other nations at twice the harbor. But not until Tuesday L Pascal, 82, died in Rockport1 its value. He made a plea for morc morning did he behold without a Mrs. Hattie Davies was elected
All A’* For Alvalene intelligence, more usefulness and thing afloat on its surface—not president of the A H Newberl
J more forethought, coupling with even a rowboat.
• Association.
Pierson
j these a more united front of church
! endeavor.
Twelve students from Rockland
Belated Valentines were awarded,
green hills and iforests. From the
and vicinity at the University of
Town Common a placid mill pond
Maine having made an average of and A. E. Brunberg found himself
"B" or better in their courses dur decidedly the center of atlractioi
will reach forward like a mirror to
ing the fall term, were included on when Chairman Frank H Ingraham To Be the Most Colorful the front of the stage where, banked
the dean's list issued here today by I presented him with the large car
Affair Ever Staged In with flowering shrubs, an old mill
James A. Gannett, registrar. They toon,-cleverly drawn by Edwin Fdl
warns.
The
subject
matter
was
dam will stand, its ancient stones
are:
New England
covered with mosses and ferns Be
From Rockland: Paul W Horey- Unk-n Pair. Cart j ;.i and verse were
side this dam an old mill will bulk,
seck, son of Mr. and Mrs Fiank carelully scanned by each member.
Construction
work
for
the
69th
Ralph P. Conant and John Trott
a real old timer, discovered in a
Horeyseck, a freshman in chemical
engineering; from Camden—Or were appointed entertainment com Spring Flower Show of the Mass Connecticut by-way From the pond
achusetts Horticultural Society shift a stream of foaming and splashing
mond Staples, son of Capt and mittee for March.
Mrs. O. H. Staples, a junior in for
ed into high gear today as carpen water will dash to turn this creak
estry and Stephen K Oross, son of
ters. masons, painters, plumbers and ing old wheel of the mill—Just as lt
turned more than a century ago
Mr. and Mrs. Lester O. Gross, a
electricians
began the Job of build when New England began Its tre
senior ln mechanical engineering.
ing the 170 different displays which mendous Industrial development. Be
From Lincolnville. Martha I Cllley,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Stanley Gilbert Patten, Camden Au will make this year’s show the most side the mill the water of the pond
M. Cilley, a freshman in the college
will spill over the dam tn a rushing
thor, Face* Disposse* No colorful and glamorous ever staged. stream
of arts and sciences
which, after collecting Itself
Less than a month remains before
From Tenant's Harbor—William
tice In New York
the doors of tMechanics Building In will run through banks of rhododen
S. Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Boston are swung open cn March 11 drons and laurel into a wild bog
liam F Cook, a senior in mechani
An Associated Press despatch in to admit the 100.000 patrons who. where many New England wildllngs
cal engineering; Alvalene M. Pier the morning newspapers says:
during the week, will visit the Eden will be ln flower.
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her
From this bog a series of modern
"Peerless Frank Merriwell, who
bert Pierson, a senior in zoology; dashed triumphantly through mil the society will create.
Meanwhile, ln more than 100 New England houses and gardens
from Warren, Albert E. Hill, son of lions of words and millions of copies
greenhouses from Maine to Califor will invite patrons to see what gar
Mrs. Jennis Hill, a junior in his
dening here can be at its best. These
tory; and Wiljo M Lindell, son of of paper-bound books, would have nia. millions of plants, bulbs, trees modern gardens, displayed in co
solved
this
problem
before
your
and
shrubs
are
being
nursed
so
that
Mr. and Mrs. John Lindell. a senior
operation with the New England
in chemical engineering; from anxious eyes had reached page 147— they will all flower by 'March 11. No Nurserymen's Association, are de
"Courageous,
resourceful
Frank
matter
what
the
weather,
how
cold
I
Union, James A. McEdward. son of
signed to meet the needs of ama
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. McEdward, a . . smiling Frank with the curly or stormy, full-flowered June must, teurs in particular. New England
chestnut
hair
and
fair
brow,
the
smile
for
the
Flower
Show.
Accord-1
junior in mechanical engineering;
has become thp garden center of
Susan D. Abbott, daughter of Mr. lithe, athletic figure, the steely lngly. the most skilled horticulturists i America and many thousands of
and Mrs. Wilbur Abbott, a sopho muscles ... or hls courageous, re are now busy defying the calendar.
Arnold H. Nehrling, exhibition I gardeners are anxious to see not
sourceful brother, Dick, with brow
more in Home Economics.
manager, has planned the biggest : only what is new and best in horti
Elizabeth R. Scamuion, daughter so fair and curly chestnut hair . . .
"No. sir! They wouldn't have had and most colorful show ever staged culture. but also to see how gardens
of Mr. and Mrs. Meltiah E. Scamman of Owl's Head, a sophomore in to go to Municipal Court to answer ln New England. Just for example.! may be planned, how plant material
home economics; and Barbara V. a dispossess notice because of an un one display alone of the 170. has re may be arranged and how gardens
Leadbetter, daughter of Mrs. George paid 8430 assessment against an quired more than a year's work. This in this day can be made equal to the
E. Boynton, a freshman in the Col 88.500 apartment in a co-operative display, "New England Old and New' needs of modern life.
Tliis display is just one of the
lege of Arts and Sciences.
building. No. siree! Not on your old is the most ambitious ever under amazing
total planned—spring gar
tin-type, you insufferable cad! taken It fills the entire area of dens, orchid
displays, the world's
The Woman's Auxiliary of St. (That doesn't mean you. gentle Grand Hall, which can seat 10,0001
best roses, a nature trail and so on
Peter's Church was honored last reader).
persons
Up on the stage an old New Eng- | through a maze of beauty which will
night at its first meeting of the
"But that's Just what their crenew season under the presidency | ator. Burt L. Standish, whose real land village complete with church ■ make this year's show the event of
of Mrs. Josephine Perry, at a double name is George W Patten blit who and school will appear nestled among the gardener's year.
feature program. Mrs. Charles F. is best known to hls friends as Gil
Flagg of Portland, diocesan presi bert Patten, has to do. He will ap ill. He was unable to work for two YOUR FAVORITE POEM
dent of the Auxiliary of Maine, ac pear Friday.
years. His wife and sister-in-law
companied by Mrs. Daly, chairman
If I had my Ufe to Uve again I
"No, sir. Frank would have said: were ill. There were bills. Both wo would
have made a rule to read some
of rural work, were guests at a 'Unhand that author. In youth he men later died. More bills.
poetry and listen to some music at
parish supper served in the Under least
once
a week The loss of these
'•Patten
wrote
a
successiul
play
croft to members and their guests. sheltered me. and I'll protect him
tastes is a loss of happiness Charles
now.'
once
called
‘
Men
of
Millions'
and
Darwin
After supper, Mrs. Flagg gave a
"But Frank—and Dick, too—13 still collects royalties of 85 per ama
short talk on -the scope of the
WASHINGTON
Woman's Auxiliary explaining its gone with the pulp, though Patten teur performance on it occasionally.
soul who came In time
national character and Its work. was hopeful today that Hollywood The Merriwell success turned him Great toknightly
hls country s need.
Mrs. Daly gave a most interesting would take note of the ageless Iron play weight Ing tn his grc»; Yale To serve serve
her with the timely word and
talk on work in the rural sections glamor of the storied muscles and hero and some 123.000.000 :n<'.'. on
with the valiant deed.
Along the ages brightening as endless
of Maine where no church contacts let him show what a real hero can copies of tne books were sold.
cycles run
do
on
Ihe
screen.
"Now
he
doesn
t
want
pity,
but
are available. Miss Mabel Spring
Undlmmed and gaining luster In the
in a very fine lecture on the Passion ] "Patten is 74, a tall, white-haired, only a moratorium. He won't be
twentieth century's sun.
Play at Oberammergau was an es [ quiet man who ln his heyday turned homeless, for he has a 10-room First In our Hall of Fame we write the
all folk may ken.
pecially commendable participant out a 20.000-word book every week house at Camden, Me., but he would As firstname
In war. and first In peace, first
on the program, her subject being over a period of 18 yeari. besides like to save hls $8 500 apartment in
with hls countrymen.
graphically treated.
other works. Four years ago he was vestment."
—Margaret Sangstw

at 7

On The Dean’s List

Spring Flower Show

Is In Ill Luck

The Courier-Gazette

Seventy-Five Years

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

U. Of M. Reaches That Age
and Is Going To Kick Up
*

Be courteous to all but Inti
mate With few
—Oeorge Washington

Every-Other-Day
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Its Heels

DEWEY ON FIRST BALLOT
His Backers Make Optimistic Claims—And
Here Are the Estimated Figures

Tlie University of Maine will ob
serve. with appropriate exercises,
the 75th anniversary of Its found
District Attcmey Thcmas E. meeting of New Ycrk State Rural i
ing. on Feb. 25 and 26. It was on
Gay Distinction
Feb. 25. 1864. that Governor Sam Dewey of New York, candidate fcr Newspaper Editors.
uel Cony signed tlie act establish
Mr. Dewey is already entered ir.
Republican F.esidential nomi
Features the “Hats For 40" ing a new and independent insti the
nation. left Chicago on th" last lan the Wisconsin and Illinois prima-1
tution
to
"promote
the
liberal
and
According To Ada H. practical education of the industri cf a campaign circuit, which took ties April 2 and April 9, respectiveh!m ta the West Ccast, with the re ly. H? will be entered In the New
al classes" In Maine.
.
Perry
ported a^turance from hi; advisors Jeisey primary, May 21. and the I
Largest in student enrollment and scouts that he will be nominated probabilities are strong that he will
Out of the 8lccni of winter into j and youngest of Maine's four col- cn the first ballet when thc Re be entered in the Nebraska primary,
thc bloom of spring One flight up. legs, the University of Maine has publican National Convent.an meets April 5.
, Mr Dewey will not enter any pri
turn left, and there at Senter come a long way in the three in Philadelphia, June 24.
Although it 1* too early for any i mary cr make anv bid for delegates
quarters of a century since its es
Crane's chapeau section, resplen tablishment. Student enrollment delegation to announce a definite I in iny State which has a favorite
dent in springtime colors, milady s has increased from an entering pledge for any -and.rate it »'a.- ten.
A break-down of the State dele
spirits will soar to All! in high C class of 12 In September 1868 to an lcarmd trem authoritative sources
when she rests her winter-weary or enrollment this year of 2063 The that the Dewey statisticians have gation votes by wliich the Dewey
an estimate cf the probable first backers arrive at a rock-bottom to
bits on tlie frills and furbelows tha physical plant of the university, ballet vote which indicates that tal of 505 on the first ballot was
originally consisting of two sets of
farm oulldings on an $11,000 farm Mr. Dewey will receive not less than not available fcr publication when
Mr Dowry boarded his train for
and laboratory' apparatus valued at 5C5 votes, out cf the total cf IODO New
York
It is pcssibie. how
$142. has become a modern, well- convention delegates, lirst crack
ever. to hazard a guess as to where
out
of
the
gun.
cqulpped educational institution
Mr Dewey was asked about tills the:? votes are expected to come,
w ith land, buildings and equipment
fro.ii. geographically. It is be
report.
valued at almost $4,000,0'*'.
'Tiiat? he said, “ls something lieved that the Dewey people are
Tlie faculty of two at thc open which I can neither affirm nor hopeful ln the East of approximate
ing of the college has kept pace deny."
ly 85 of New York's 92 delegates, j
with increasing student enrollment,
Mr Dewey was met in Chicago with the remainder going to Mr.
and now offers wellrounded courses by J. Russel Sprague. Republican Gannett; they are hopeful of the
of instruction in a wide range of leader of Nassau Ccunty. N Y . hit entire New Jersey delegation of 32
subjects.
1 campaign manager.
The same and cf a handful of votes ft cm New
The University of Maine, known I question was put to Mr. Sprague
England.
until 1897 as the Mainc State Col
Illinois' 58 and at least half cf
"The only thing I can tell you,'
lege, is one of the land-grant col said Mr. Sprague, who had just le- Wisconsin's 24 are probably count
leges and universities and as such tuined from the recent meeting ol ed ill It is Likely that Mr. Dewey's
owes its beginning to the Morrill the Republican National Committee cents regard the Rocky Mountain
Act. signed by President Lincoln ln Washington, 'is that I have been and Western States in which he
on July 2. 1862 Under the terms swamped with reports both in the has campaigned as virtually solid.
of this act. accepted by the State New York headquarters and in There is rea-on to believe that in
in 1863. Maine received a grant Washington indicating that public thc middle West the Dewey forces
of 210.CC0 of land, proceeds from opinion is overwhelmingly in favor havc hopes cf Nebraska. Missouri
the sale of which were to be used of Mr Dewey. I can also say that, and Oklahoma. Out of the South,
for tlie endowment of at least one after having talked with many lead it is understood, they havo had faers frem all parts of the country, torable reports from such states
spell tlie lari word in modern milli college to offer instruction in agri thev are welcoming this indication as West Virginia, Oecrgia, Florida.
nery. Grandmother's sulphur 'n culture. the mechanic arts, and of public opinion as a guide to their Louisiana and Texas But a little
me lasses was never a tonic l.ke military tactics “without excluding ccurse at the convention?
arithmetic reveals that it would
other
scientific
and
classical
this!
Mr. Dewey's projected second require a lull or partial vote from a
studies."
Miss Ada H Perry, discriminating
Western trip would include an in number ol other states to make up
Hannibal HamUn. vice president tensive drive for delegates through 564 votes on the first ballot. In ■
buyer for the Senter Crane estab
lishment has just returned from a during Lincoln's first term, was the Democratic South, with a ma any event, the speculation furnishes
weeks intensive inspection of the I first president of the board of trus- jor speech in Texas, which is re a pastime for a mid-winter stove
New Ycrk market and close on her ! tees of the new institution.
garded bv seme Cf hls advisors as spitting session.—Edwin S. McIn
heels arrived her choice* purchases,
In 1872. by law. the Maine State thc key Southern State of his oppo tosh in thc Herald Tribune.
stamped with the mark of approval i College was made co-educational. sition. and possibly secondary
from that street cf style, Fifth ' and in 1897 the name of the insti speeches and conference j ln one of
APPLETON MILLS
avenue.
tution was changed from Maine I the industrial centers cf North
Modes of the moment have accent State College to the University of I Carolina, tn Atlanta or Birmingham
Mrs Jennie Waterman suffered a
on youth—but then, all women are Maine.
and New Orleans That trip would
ycung; or if not, they speedily get
Six members of the first entering j wind up in Los Angeles. Calif., a heart attack Sunday and is in a
that way when perked up a bit in a class were graduated in 1872. In j state which Mr. Dewey avoided on I critical condition.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and
flattering crown of beribboned cluding that class, a total of 7464 i hls present Western trip, but where
straw. Miss iPerry. with her keen men and women have been gradu 1 William S Murray, chairman of the daughters. Lola and Selma, are
eye for effect, compares, studies, ated from four-year courses, leading New York State Republican Com- i spending a week's vacation at the
and then with uncanny judgment ' to the bachelor's degree
J mittee ana a Dewey adherent, is 'home of hls parents Mr and Mrs.
pairs to perfection the proper hat
, new on a political scouting expedi- Albert Sherman.
Of
the
total
of
17.255
men
and
with her individual customer In
U
Mrs. Carrie Cummings who waswomen
who
have
attended
the
Uniher cheery language. 'There’s a
Mr Dewevs tentative speaking . ill the past week is improving
j
versity
of
Maine
or
its
predecessor
style for every woman?
pregram follows: A speech on agri- slightly. Mrs. Herbert Campbell is i
a 'Nebrsuka, Founder,
Oeneral trend this season slant the Maine State College 8829 have; culturt
completed
their
courses
of
study
and
Day rally m Uncoln March 6; Itartr.g for her.
toward the small crowns cf coarse
Oolden Rod Rebekah Lodge held
straw, relieved by wisps of gossa received diplomas or certificates. speech somewhere in Illinois at a a public supper recently from which
mer veils, flower groups in front, Summer school students and hon- date yet to be fixed; a speech in over 85 was netted.
or the nowing streamers which de ! orary degree recipients are not in Indiana, and a speech in Missouri,
Mrs. Addie Robbins is visiting
tract years and years from the age cluded in this to’?l.
a speech somewhere in the South
The University of Maine, as now- —probably in Texas—and a speech her daughter Mrs. Blanche Brown.
ot tlte wearer
Tilted over the
forehead, these creations are clev organized. consists of a College of In Los Angeles. In addition, hc will Ehe has recently been guest of j
erly cliic. with a dash of the co Agriculture. College of Technolgy address a dinner meeting of the Meric Robbins. Ralph Robbins and !
quettish so completely feminine as College of Arts and Sciences. School New Ycrk State Republican Rurai Mrs. Marv- Fuller.
to be all but irresistible. Another of Education. Graduate Study, and Counties Association in Alban;..
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
check mark is jotted down for thc Summer Session. In addition, the Feb. 27 Or. the same day in Al
decidedly petite appearance achieved Mainc Agricultural Experiment Sta bany he will speak to a luncheon
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
witli thc adaptation of these tiew tion, Technology Experiment Sta
fash ions which cnlittle as well as tion. and agricultural Extension
adorn.
Service are units of the university.
Navy and white rank as one of
the major domos in the color pa
From Camden High
rade. Black and white is perpetu
ally in vogue, and this year cne of
the smartest shades is dusty rose, a
subdued tone bordering on the pink Went David Nichols Who
Red also hits a high note in favor ]
Won Debating Squad
and when Camden High School
maidens spot the arsay of crimson I
Honors At Bates
and gray (their school colors) they]
will be hopelessly enslaved.
For the matron a variety of con- ! David A. Nichols, son of Mr. and
servative shapes are in stock. These 1 Mrs. George Nichols. Lincoln; file, a
have the simplicity of good taste j sophomore at Bates College, was one
which finds a suitable ' splurge" in a i ot 37 students named on the second
bright bouquet or perhaps a con- 1 semester varsity debating squad, ac
trusting fruit cluster Aunt Matild i I cording to announcement todav bv
will feel quite as heady an exliilari- ' Prof. Brooks Quimby, director of de
tion from her attractive new hat of 1 bating.
conventional line as will Miss Mod- | Nichols graduated irom Camden
cm in her pie-plate consisting of a High School in the class of 1933
Sold originally for
single layer of flat straw decked on While there he was active in debat
top with pom-pom and attached ta ing, being voted the best speaker in
$20.00 to $30.00
lier head with a broad band at the two Bates College league debates;
back.
active in dramatics and public
Now only
Between thc Leftists of extreme speaking; and was class orator as
leanings and the Rightests who well as being a high rdanking stu
crave as-was, there will be many dent.
who demand a simple, becoming
At Bates where he is pursuing an
and comfortable headdress. Meet arts course with a major in history
ing these specifications is the pe and government, Nichols has been a
rennially popular sailor , with or member of the varsity debating
Mostly Light Shades
without trim; this type remains ac squad for two years; has served as
Sizes,
33
36 37 38
39 40
tively in the elect and is ideal for debating editor of the Bates Stu
wear with a tailored suit during thc dent; is a member of the Debating
Number
Coats,
2
4
2
4
1
I
early spring.
Council; and is on the business staff
Easter is but a brief month away of the Bates Student.
but its gladsome spirit is astir al
ready at the Senter Crane hat shop
SOUTH UNION
where crowning glories are hittinv
an animated sales stride—adv.
Mrs. Edmund Harding entertained
R. J. Foster. Vandalia. Mo., has at cards Tuesday night Mrs. Clar
Williams, Mrs. Clinton Cream
exhibited a watermelon vine 60 feet ence
er. Mrs. Walter Burgess. Mrs. Her
long whieh produced 40 melons.
bert Leach. Mrs. Harold Moore. Mrs.
Ervlne Leach and Mrs. Walter
Sold originaiiy for
Subscribe to Thc Courier-Oazette. Blake.
$20.00
Tlie Happy Foursum met Satur
day night with Mrs. Harold Moore
SPECIAI. MEETING
A pleasant evening was spent play- J
Now only
A Special Meeting ol the Shareholders
of Rockland Loan and Buildup; Asso ing "63" and refreshments were 1
elation will be held at the oflice of thc served by the hostess.
They will
Corporation. No 18 School Street Rock meet next Saturday night with Mrs.
land. Maine. March 8. 1940, at 2 o'clock
•
i
p. ni. for the purpose of receiving pro Edmund Harding.
posed amendments to the Bv-laws.
Tliis community was greatly sad
I. L BRAY.
dened by the recent death of a fine
Sizes,
36 38 40
Secretary.
friend and neighbor Mrs. Clarence
Rockland. Maine February 21 1940.
23 it Ripley.
Number Coats,
I
I
I

TOPCOAT
SALE
14 TOPCOATS
$9.95 each

3 Blue Cravenette
TOPCOATS
$10.95 each

KALAMAZOO STOVE & FURNACE CO.
Augusta Branch, 304 Water St. Tel. 1760

13 BOYS’ SUITS
Sizes 6 to 18

THE OPPORTUNITY you have been waiting to see. For 15 days
wc will deliver any stoves of our 100 styles for a down payment of
$5.00, giving you 16 months to pay balance on 12 month basis.
You get four extra months for nothing. If you are unable to visit
cur display rooms, a post card to us will bring latest prices,
photographs, etc. The last 40 years our business has increased
many times. One answer a fine product. Probably your neighbor
has one of our stoves, look it over and talk to them. You wil!
agree that they are thc most loyal Customers you havc ever seen.
When it comes to the stoves with which they cook their meals
and warm their homes, 1.500,000 American housewives can't bc
wrong. See our Electric and Gas Combination Stoves, they arc
beauties. All kinds of hot air heating systems furnished and
installed. Let our Heating Engineer solve your heating problems.
23‘lt

BANG-UP BARGAINS 6 BAYS A WEEK!
because we buy direct, make many fine foods our

Every time the courteous A&P clerk checks the good
“buys” in your free-wheeling market basket, he rings
up savings for you! And this happens 6 days a week
because of our everyday low price selling policy. You
get savings on Meats and Poultry, Fruits and Vege
tables, Dairy Products, Groceries, Baked Goods! All

selves, eliminate many middle profits and handling

Come

charges, make you a partner in our savings!

to your A&P Super Market today, let us ring up
some savings for YOU!

SELF
SERVICE

WHITBHOUM

SELF

EYAP- MJW

SERVICE

I

141/2OZ.

»

FINE QUALITY MEATS ...

STEAKS
ROASTS
TURKEYS

(1

CANS

£

»n

w“2 mmTu

Porterhouse, Sirloin, Bottom Round, Cube
and N. Y. Sirloin - Heavy Steer Beef
LB
Heavy Steer Beef-Porterhouse,

Sirloin,
Face Rump or Bottom Round
LB
FANCY YOUNC NORTHERN

8 TO 12 LB AVERAGE

FANCY, MILK-FfD

FOWL
' LB. AVERAGf
SMOKED
SHOULDERS WILDMERE
MILD CURE
DUCKLINGS FANCY 6 LB AVG.
PORK LOINS
RIB HALF
SUNNYFIELD HAMS
FRESH SHOULDERS ? .
CAPONS FANCY 6 TO 8 LB AVG
RAIIFI CCQ

CHUCK IOAST

DUnCLCdd

HEAVY STEER BEEF

RIB ROAST

HEAVY STEER BEEF

LB

THICK RIB COINED BEEF
LB 13
BOILED HAM MACHINE SLICED
LB 19
PIG LIVER
FRESH
FRESH
lb 13c
HAMBURG STEAK LEAN,
GROUND
lb 19c
, 12
SMELTS
3
29 HADDOCK FILLETS
LB 23
SWORDFISH
SLICED
LB 21
OYSTERS
lb21c

MEOIUM SIZt

FOR STEWING

23c
LB 35£

lb

ib10C

LB

LBS

17*
25c

ground to your order, (0 give
you ill the full, rich flavor,

lb17c

29®
PINT 25®

BOttAR

LB

^VECETABIES

COFFEE
2^35®

V

1 LB
BAGS

or if you

GRAPEFRUIT
mcintosh apples 8
CARROTS
3
TEXAS

2 IBS 33° ,

CIRCLE

SEEDLESS

CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA

prefer

FOR

I

I

O’CLOCK
COFFEE

SUGAR

BCHS

10 LB
PAPER bag

Pure law

WILDMERE BUTTER
2 ? 15‘ SILVERBROOK Butter
SUNNYFIELD BUTTER
FAMILY FLOUR
'^J i CIGARETTES
a&p son NUTLEY
2
TWIST BREAD
SUNNYF'tLD REFINED

Baked Fresh Daily

ALL PURPOSE

LUCKY STRIKES,
CAMELS.
CHESTERFIELDS.
OLD GOLDS

BAG

CTN OF

DONUTS
JANE PARKER

10®

1 LB
PEANUT BUTTER ANN PACE JAR
17c
RINSO
2 LARGE
PKGS 39c
PACE
15-’i OZ 4
( A(
15?«
SPAGHETTI ANN
TINS | □
PREPARED

SUPER SUDS
SUPER SUDS

CONCENTRATED

32

RED LABEL

2

IONA LIMA DEANS
SUL

2> O7C
2 NO
CANS 271
15 OZ
DLUE6ERRIES ONE-PIE SIZE
CANS 35‘
PEARS
2 |NO.2H
THANK YOU BRAND
CANS 27c
LB
CAKE FLOUR whmwird 2 2«
PKGS 29’
2H-QI
A&P PUMPKIN MAINE PACK NO
CANS |y
NO. 2>- 4 Qt
A&P SQUASH
CANS I U
WHOLE,
UNPEELED

2
2
2

$3.95 each

A&P XIe Juice
A&P ^e Juice
A&P XIe Juice
SEED

NO. I

2cSnH9c
no. lomo

41
4^25®
CAN

A&P Raisins LCSS
Palmolive Soap 2cakcs1 1®
LARGE
4 BARS 1 5®
PKGS 39‘ Octagon Soap
FOR
LARGE
Ajax Soap LAUNDRY 4 BARS 15®
PKGS 3r
0) « Vt
Ann Page Honey 16JAR
1 I*
16 OZ EC
5
Junket
Desserts
3 pros 25®
CAN
16 OZ
Sparkle SK™! 3 pkg. 10®

RED KIDNEY DEANS TANA CAN 5C
SOUR
2
A&P CHERRIES RED,PITTED
3 NO.
CANS 25‘
A&P APRICOTS

S

10 PKGS

MARGARINE

17®

.34
.35 c
,37 c
79 (
r
21 c

SUSMYFIEU1 24«/zLB

IN SANITARY A&P BAKERIES f

20v°z

d

[granulated

LBS

CAULIFLOWER SfSTE 2 hds 35c CELERY
CRLP iii.DU
BCHS 25c
CABBAGE
4 ii, 19' CALIFORNIA LEMONS ooz2S'
NEW TEXAS

2

—-

2. lbs 27’

VANILLA, CHOCOLATE

PrJence^rHash’c^U®
Good Luck1" 3 pkgs 25®
CmamLIa lemon

PIE FILLING
ANN PAGE-PACKAGE

CC

5®
PLYMOUTH
Gelatin plyROCK
rmo°cukth
,«« 12®
Gelatine SUNNYFIELD 2 PKGS 17®
Untw
UNDERWOODS
ONO’«OCC
flaill
DEVILED
Z CANS
Wax Paper CUT-RITE ROLL 5®
Wax Paper °^N 2^21®
2^sT

u|ldl hie

R

Cleanser DUTCH 3c4an°/20®
Bleach Water GALLON JUG 29®
25®
Oxol

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 24

462 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

Were originally $ I 0.00 to $1 5.00

“Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street,’Camden’’

SELF
SERVICE

SUPER ©MARKETS
1 &I

SELF

SERVICI
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Every-Other-Day

ROCKUND GIRL'S ENTERPRISE

Eind

THE WEATHER

Snappy weather this morning and
the holes for the curbstone flags
were filled witli ice. Hence the ap
parent lack of deference to Wash
ington's BirUida.v. More snow to
morrow is the official report. One
week from tomorrow we hail the
mon til of March—Come With the
Wind, so to speak.

The Rockland Public Library is
closed all day today. George did it.

The Elks supper next Mcnday
night will be followed by an ob
servance of Past Exalted Rulers and
Maine Elks' Association night.
At tonight's meeting of WinslowHolbrook Post motion pictures on
Coca-Cola and samples of the fa
mous beverage will be in order.

Saturday Night, Feb. 24
Progressive Grange Hall

Winslow’s Mills

To

FRESH PORK SHOULDERS-19r

Down on Long Island, only 30
miles from New York City, in the
quiet town of Jericho, stands an
old fashioned Quaker farmhouse
which history tells, was built abput
1676. Easily accessible by one of
New York State’s beautiful park
ways, it has become one of the
most popular tea houses in that
section, named "The Maine Maid."
It was founded by a former Rock
land girl, Vivien Billings Roberts,
who manages it with the capable
assistance of her husband, their
daughter. Barbara Jewett Roberts,
and Miss Adelaide Cross of Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts started
this enterprise in 1930 in the little
village of Sea Cliff on Long Island
with only two small rooms in the
home available for serving, and
with the assistance of only one
employe.
After a period of seven years it
became necessary to find a larger
place to accommodate thc ever-in
creasing clientele. Today six din
ing rooms are devoted to serving
their patrons which have numbered
as many as 600 in one day.
The new establishment is a 20
room house with two acres of at
tractive grounds, bordered by a
natural pond. Six rooms are given

Rockland firemen and probably
over to dining rooms, all quite dif a number of other Rockland citizens
ferent in atmosphere. Some with will attend the annual gift ball of
the original pine panelling; hand thc Atlantic Engine Company in I
made brick walls, wide board floors, Camden Opera House Friday night
Thc gifts number 117 representing!
and old fireplaces.
A few' rooms are available for in value from *1 to $12. They never ,
overnight guests and many Maine : do anything b>’ halves up Megun-1
people have found this a most at I tieook way.
_____
tractive and hospitable place to
Detection of the alleged "hit and
stay.
New England cooking ls
stressed and many Maine products run" driver who ran into two pedesare used including lobsters from | trians near the cement plant Mon
the A. C. McLoon Company. Such day night was accomplished Tues
dishes as clam fritters, clam day. after some clever detective
chowder (no tomato), lobster stew, work by the State Police, and the
hot yeast rolls, Boston brown result was the arrest of Albert
bread, baked beans, cod fish cakes, Grover. 38. of Thomaston whose car
ginger ice cream, and Indian pud . was traced through damages it had
received in the course of the acciding.
A frequent visitor to this estab ■ dent. The car was a 32 Buick selishment was the late O. O. Mc , dan, and some of the damaged parts
Intyre who wrote of its good food ' were found near the scene of the
in his column. The New York accident. Grover was arraigned be
American. Thc New Yorker, Vogue, fore Judge Dwinal in Rockland
and Cue magazines have all given Municipal Court yesterday forenoon
complimentary WTite-ups of this and was sentenced to three months
tea room. Its clientele numbers in Knox County Jail. Lieut J. E.
people from all parts of the countrj’ Marks of the State Police said that
j he had confessed to causing the acand many from abroad.
"The Maine Maid” is open for I cident and that he became scared
business the year around with the j and sped away when he saw what
exception of the mid-winter months had happened. He said he did not
see the pedestrians until it was too
of January and February.
That it will meet with continued late to avoid striking them, al
and increasing success is the wish though he swerved sharply to the
left in an attempt to prevent it. The
of Mrs. Roberts' Rockland friends.
men were walking on the right hand
side of the road, he said James
Widdecombe
and Bert Vanorse. vic
GREEKS BEARING GIFTS
tims of the accident are at Knox
each suffering from a
Twenty-five lusty youngsters Hospital,
broken leg.
organized an informal Valen
tine party on ex-Mayor A. C.
Public supper Saturday night at
McLoon. first going to Chis
holm’s lor necessary confections Legion Hall 'served by American
Legion Auxiliary —adv.
and then presenting the box
with their names appended as
an appreciation of Mr McLoon's
efforts in maintaining their pri
vate skating park on Grove
street. It seems that extreme
pressure of business had kept A.
C.'s nose so close to the grind
stone at that particular time
that he had not cleared the space
that week. These young Greeks
knew well their victim when
they brought their gift, for not
only did the vigorous ex-mayor
Ambulance Service
stand treat, but promptly donned
hls larrigans and spent the
•
morning putting the area in
apple pie order.
RUSSELL

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my son, Roy
Cramer, who parsed away Dec 21. 1917,
nnd my husband Clarence L. Cramer,
who parsed away Feb 20. 1934
Mrs Abbie Cramer
Washington.

TYPEWRITERS
ADDING MACHINES

FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 66!
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

PPORTUHITy

SMOKED SHOULDERS

LAMB FORES

CUT FOR BRAISING,
FRICASSEE or STEWING

WL

p

59/
lb 17/

HAMBURG STEAK
STEWING BEEF

15c

SUGAR CURED

SALT PORK................ lb 10c
BACON SQUARES .. lb 12c
FlG’S LIVER........... 3 lbs 25c

BACON.........................lb 19c

POT ROAST................lb 25c
FRESH BAY

HADDOCK
FRESH HADDOCK

SPAWN

a no-

oC

o

8 fresh

2 BS z9C j COD TONGUE* 8 40C CUBE STEAK lb 27'
3 for 17/

new St. John

ALEWIVES

Pink Salmon.............. 2 tins 29c
Gorton’s Codfish
lb box 22c
A. K. O. Crabmeat......... tin 19c

Lucky Strike Shrimp, 2 tins 27c
Salt Fish Bits................ 3 lbs 25c
Slack Salted Pollock
lb 10c

FANCY

CABBAGE
CAULIFLOWER
CHICKORY
ORANGES

pound

DRESSED AS
DESIRED

’SMOKED SHOULDER

pound 5/
pound 12/
3 lbs 27/

NEW
LARGE
WHITE HEADS

Grape Fruit.................. 7 for 25c
Cooking Apples.......... peck 19c

~25c

SHORT SHANK
4 TO 5 LB.
ALL WASTE TRIMMED
AVE.

FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS

BASKET OF
TWENTY

COCOANUT MACAROONS

Yes. when WE fill jour order, you gel the finest foods
in the land. And you SAVE MONEY, too. for there b
never any need cf waste when QUALITY is your flrst
consideration. Anri, there's one article that we know
will please every member of your family, for it's a
MAINE-PRODUCED food that we are happy to
recommend—

GOLDEN HEART BREAD
Suctin SWt C*ts Int
Protects Cktkes

Speedy Suds

hipso

SE LOX !2C

2rxcs41 X

JUST TASTE A CHIU SAUCE THAT HAS THE REAL
OLD FASHIONED FLAVOR
SMDEIFS OLD FASHIONED
LGE. ,

CHILI SAUCE

__ __________ BOT. ,

i“19/

NEW PACK—A DELIGHTFUL BREAKFAST DRINK
BLENDED

ORANGE & GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 2 No 2 tins 1 Sc
14c
10c
10c
31c
10c
23c
25c
12c

BOTTOM ROUND

lb24£

STEAK

STEW’G LAMB lb10£
FOREQUARTER

12/ LAMB CHOPS lb17<

VS GET ABLE PEELER FREE

2-27/

HERSHEY COCOA.............................1 lb tin
HERSHEY CHOCOLATE........... >/2 lb cake
MUSTARD, in handy mug....................... each
CORNED BEEF....................... two 12-oz tins
TOMATO KETCHUP..................... 14 oz bot
WAX PAPER................................... 200 ft roll
RALEIGH CIGARETTES.................. 2 pkgs
SPAGHETTI DINNER...............................pkg

1125'

STEAK

JELLY, assorted flavors.... 2 jars 17c
PEANUT CRUNCH.. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb jar 21c
PEARS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . four 8-oz tins 27c
PEAS, Maine pack.. .. .... .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 19c
SALT, shaker.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb box 6c
Woodbury's Facial Soap ... 4 bars 26c
COFFEE, freshly ground .... 2 lbs 27c

ALSO ANOTHER FAVORITE: ON SALE THIS WEEK
|14 OZ,
.BOT

SNIDER’S CATSUP

III 16/

1 OP ROUND

AUNT SALLY COOKIES 17K oz pkg 18c
FOSS VANILLA.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2ozbot 23c
MALTEX CEREAL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pkg 21c
KELLOGG'S ALL BRAN.. .. .. .. pkg 18c
SLICED APPLES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 25c
ASPARAGUS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. No. 1 tin 15c
PEA BEANS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tall tin 10c
BROOMS, good quality.. .. .. .. . each 25c
BAKER'S COCOA.. .. .... .. . 1-2 lb tin 9c
KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES, 3 pkgs 20c
DOG FOOD.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . 12 cans 49c
SNOSHEEN CAKE FLOUR ... pkg 23c

You Get Foods Of QUALITY All the Time

NEW ALL PORK PRODUCT For
TANG, THE
tin 23c
Sandwiches. Luncheon or Dinner

HEY, KIDS! TAKE YOUR CHOICE
HOFAtONO CAUIDY RUBBER-BAND CUM . . .
HARMLESS ... 3 TAROETS
OT LINDA WARE DOLL, 10 DRESSES, 6 HATS
~ FREE WITH PURCHASE 2E-OZ. FRO.

PILLSBURY’S FARINA

SUN-RIPENED BERRIES—racked when theyare best—for your February itreaSis^I.un'hcun
or Dinner

Auspices of Progressive Grange

RASPBERRIES
ALL PURE PURPOSE

DANCE

FLOUR

Every Saturday Nite

24\i LB. BAG

GLEN COVE
GRANGE HALL
ADMISSION 35c and 25c

14-Th-tf

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
781-1 or 781-11

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

ARMOUR'S OR SWIFT'S

75c

BUTTER

box 21/

Red Ripe Birdseye
MARGARINE

SUGAR

Ibll/

10 lbs 52/

SWIFT’S SILVER LEAF

COUNTRY ROLL

Hal’s Rhythmaires

390,

EACH

HOME MADE SAUSAGE

HEINZ WHITE VINEGAR................. qtbot 19c

ALL STATERS

LB.

DESIRED

FRESH KILLED

SERVING FOR FOUR PERSONS

Musir By

BONED IF

BY POPULAR REQUEST WE OFFER AGAIN FANCY CUT FOWL

As Advertised in “Life.’

NEW USED SALES RENTALS
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
S. I. Segal. 71 Park St. Tel. 292-W

I L^\d

SHORT SHANK LEAN—Have One Eon ed For Roasting.

Mrs. Catherine Libby is general
chairman of thc public supper to be
served Saturday night by tlie Ameri-;
can Legion Auxiliary.

Ken MacKenzie will bring hls
new radio troupe of nine artists to
Writing from Orlando. Fla., un
Community Building March 15. It
is their first appearance in Knox der date of Feb. 18, A. W. Gregory
says: "We called upon Frank H.
County.
Whitney and Mrs. Eben Alden at
Motion pictures of a timely char Fruitland Park this afternoon. Met
acter were shown at the Kiwanis Mr and Mrs. Henry Bird on tlie
meeting Monday night by Dr. E. W. street tonight."
Peaslee, the subjects being "Diet"
and "Let's Talk About Teeth."
Alihougli the storm prevented a
large attendance at Tuesday nights
A group of young people have or Grange meeting, the few who were
ganized an orchestra, available for present enjoyed thc very interesting
dances, entertainments, socials; in pictures shown by Mr. and Mrs. Wil
thc group are Bob Stevens, trumpet; bur Senter. of, their trip to tlie
Eddie Jones. Charles Libby, saxes; World’s Fair in California and New
Dorothy Havener, piano; Jack Wood, York, and through the Panama
trombone; David Monroe, drums; Canal. The program for next
Gorden Burgess, bass.
meeting will be Song by Grange;
current events. R. L. Andersen:
"Tlie Rendezvous" new adjunct to peanut race. Leona Hickman; Vallie
Mid Town Cafe, is proving decided and Ruth MacLaughlin and Robert
ly popular. Its privacy, charm anti RackllfT. R. Andersen, R. Winslow;
originality of construction make it Judges. Nettie Farrand. Ed Tolman;
especially attractive. A minimum comic duet. Young and Andersen;
charge, very small, is made to ab pie race, by three sisters, judges,
sorb extra cost cf servvice, but pa worthy master and overseer; ques
trons are urged to eat the full tion for discussion. "If You Were
amount of this charge, This charge About to Purchase a Farm, What I The large airplane carrier Wasp
does not become effective until 8 Points Would You Consider Most jwas still plowing through the seas
o'clock each night.
Important?’’. A rehearsal on the on the Rockland course when Tlie
“Sante Fe Marshal ’ favorite first and second degrees for inspec Courier-Gazette went to press but
story of Clarence E. Mulford of all tion March 5 is called and all offi must havc nearly completed its
standardization runs as she was
his great Westerns will be presented cers are requested to be present.
Friday-Saturday at Park Theatre
running practically all day yester
MARRIED
day and long after dark. Letters re
with peerless William Boyd in the
Jackson-Garey At Camden. Feb. 17. ceived by Capt. A. B. Hamor of
role
of Hop-A-Long
Cassidy.
Leroy
V.
Jackson
and
Ada
M
Garey,
"Sante Fe Marshal' gives Boyd a both of Camden —By Rev W F Brawn Owls Head light station indicated
a stay of only one day at this .port.
chance to bring hls talents for
honest, virile interpretation of this
but the weather decreed otherwise.
DIED
robust character to their peak.
She presented a wonderful spectacle
Fuller Al Union. Feb 21. Alexander
Fuller, aged 57 years. 11 months. 27 moving up and down the course last
Beano tonight. Thursday at new days. Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock from night with all her lamps lighted.
Burial In Union cemetery
V.F.W. Home. 37 Water St. Door residence
Cummings—At Clark Island. Feb 20.
Don’t forget the supper and dance
prize, lounge chair—adv.
23‘lt Carolina L Cummings, aged 65 years.
19 days Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock at West Rockport Grange hall Sat
from the Davis Chapel. Thomaston.
Bingo Saturday nights at K P Interment in South Parish cemetery. urday. Supper served from 6.30-9
p. m„ 35 cents. Dance following,
hall. Door prizes—adv.
23’lt St George
Rubenstein—At Rockland. Feb 22. 25 cents. Special prize. A live tur
Raymond Rubenstein aged 20 years. key for the holder of the lucky
14 days
Burial today ln Hebrew
ticket. All are welcome—adv.
cemetery.

FREE DANCE

Yesterday

the Chamber of Commerce and it
was voted to authorize tlie directors
cf the corporation to complete the
financing of the factory building
erected for tlie Van Baalen-Heilbrun Co. To tiiat end a mortgage
lean was negotiated with thc First
National Bank of Rcckland, Knox
Ccunty Trust Company, Rockland
Savings Bank, Rockland Loan &
Building Association. City of Rock
land. trustee; and Camden Na
tional Bank The amount of the
lean ls *45.090.
\
When thc building was planned
this form of financing was arranged,
and yesterday's meeting was for the
purpose of foimally authorizing the
officials lo do so.
It is not a new loan, contrary to
street reports in circulation.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Feb 23 Waldoboro—Republican cau
cus at High School auditorium.
Feb 24—Warren—High School Min
strel Show
Feb 25 (3 p. m.)—Memorial bcrvlce
Jor crew of the Madeline & Flora at
the Universalist Church
Feb 2" Waldoboro—Democratic cau
cus at High School auditorium.
Feb. 27—Warren -Republican Caucus
Feb
27—Waldoboro Woman* Club
Oolden Jubilee program at Mrs. Oay'a
residence
March 4—Warren Town meeting
March 11—Lincolnville—Town meet
ing
March
15—Ken MacKenzle's new
radio revue at Community Bldg
March 20-21 Annual conference of
Maine DAR . In Augusta.
March 26—Kiwanis Charity Ball at
Community Building
March 27—Democratic State Conven
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
April 4 <10 a. m ) Republican State
Convention in City hall Portland.
April 4 (12 m.)—Second District Reubllcan Convention ln City hall. Port-

Negotiated

LB.

34/

LARD 3 - 25/

Crisco .... 1 lb tin 18c; 3 lb tin 49c
Soda Crackers............. 2 lb box 15c
Spry........ 1 Ib tin 18c; 3 lb tin 49c
Argo Com Starch........... pkg 7c
Rinso....................... 2 Ige pkgs 39c
Pard Dog Food................ 3 tins 25c
Oxydol..................... 2 Ige pkgs 39c
Carnation Milk............. 2 tins 15c
Red Cross Towels........ 2 rolls 18c
Marshmallow Fluff .... Ige tin 18c
Toilet
Tissue.................. 6 rolls 18c
Grapenuts..................... 2 pkgs 15c
’ As Advertised in “Life”
BESUREAND GET YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS AT BOTH OUR MARKETS—SWAP FOR
CASH HAS ALREADY PAID OUT IN DIVIDENDS $1,705.00.

THE

PERRY MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE Af OUR PARK Sl MARKET

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 22, 1940
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i
High School. $2700; fuel for High
SOUTH WALDOBORO
School. $100
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown,
Recommended that the wood for
daughter Jean and Oliver Brown
the several town buildings be cut
of Bath were callers Sunday on
£
If So List It For Considera
from town owned lots; roads and Unde Sam Tells You How relatives here and in Friendship.
bridges,
$3300;
sidewalks,
$300;
MRS. LOUISE M.UJJ3R
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
tion of Farm Security Ad
Union Aid meets Feb. 29 at the
and When To Make
malntanance third class roads,
Correspondent
Corraspordeut
church, with the Friendship Aid
$1012; purchase of iron culverts.
ministration Borrowers
ft ft ft a
ftftftft
Out Your Returns
■ as guest.
$100; State aid and State highways.
—
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach is
Tel 27
Tel
40
I $836.40; special resolve roads, main
Do you have a good farm to rent?
income Tax In A Nutshell
‘ convalescing at a hospital in Lextenance. $146; cutting bushes on im
Would you like to rent it to a farm
Who? Every single person or married ington, Mass,
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood and proved roads. $125; miscellaneous
Meenahga Orange worked first er who is following approved farm
not Uvlng with husband sr
expenses.
$1800;
officers'
salaries.
wife who bad net Income of gl 000 or
' ’nd second degrees on two candi- management practices as a par Howard Norwood attended a recent
more or gross Income of *5.000 or more.. «nd Mrs. Edna Turner attended
$20C0;
snow
bills.
$1000.
iiaii&isa /amirs
; lates Monday night. Three visitors ticipant in the rehabilitation pro meeting of the Maine Water Utili
Support of poor. $6200; street and generally, husband and wife llv- the Pomona Saturday in East
[ 'rom Evening Star Orange and 29
ties Association held in Portland.
together, who had an aggregate net Boothbay.
WNV SIRVICfc
COPYRIGHT
lights. $606; hydrants, $600; free lng
of *2.500 or more or an aggre
___
nembers were present. A Wasii- gram of the Farm Security Admin
Miss Helen Lawrence of Stetson public library. $100; E. A. Starrett Income
gate gross Income of *5 000 or more.
Rev- Victor Osborne of Friendcomes down to it that you re the ngton Birthday pregram was given istration?
CHAPTER Xin
and William Stewart of Bangor Auxiliary, SU V.. $50; public health must nie returns If in doubt, obtain ship holds services at the Baptist
cnly one left in the way. Miss Lea- :,unch was served at the cl -e of
If the answer to both these ques passed the weekend at the home of
and printed instructions from church
everv Sunday at 2 30
j nursing, $77; outstanding notes, form
collector of Internal revenue.
____ «.i <•„. .
.
Clint had listened to Inspector ford. With you dead, the Hurder he meeting.
tions is "yes,” you are invited to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Simmons.
When? The OUng period begins Jan. There are special features each
$1000;
plus
the
application
of
any
money
’
s
bound
to
stay
in
the
Taine
Mrs. Ralph Jackson entertained list these farms now, for considera
Tope's suggestion that June return
l and ends March is 1940
week and Arthur Crockett serves
Mi* Alice Walter, who has been
at bridge Wednesday afternoon tion of FSA borrowers, with Ralph ill with pneumonia, is gaining slow collected back taxes; Interest on
Where? Collector of Internal revenue
soloist
to Kenesaw Hill with an incredulous family.”
notes and discounts on taxes, $1400; for the district In which the person] n' ,
.
June
nodded.
"Yes,
”
she
said.
Mrs.
Henry
Crowell.
Mrs.
Bess
T
Viola.
Rural
Rehabilitation
Suand angry horror. Now he cried in
ly and is able to sit up in bed a total. $3,0647.40.
lives or has hts principal place of
Recent
Visitors at Alvin Wal“Yes, they could make Grandpa Benner, Mrs Clarence Benner, Mrs pervisor. Room 3 Oid Fellows
a bitter wrath:
business
laces were James Chadwick and
short time each day.
Recommendations
total
$3,491.60
Wallace,
Mrs
Reland building. Belfast
"No! I won’t stand for that. June's Hurder write his will the way they Virgil
Mrs. A T. Norwood entertained less than in 1939 Because of the FoX’^A^d^’ ‘ccompanyln« Leon Chadwick of Cushing and Mr.
“Every winter about this time,
wanted it. They’d leave him no Creamer and Mrs Richard Gerry
been through enough—"
What’ Four percent normal tax on and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rockland,
Tuesday
afternoon at a dessert- extra printing this year due to the
many borrowers who are forced to
Mrs. Rena Crowell will be hosie
peace till he did.”
the amount of net Income ln excess
Clarence J.Lee is a patient at
bridge.
with
these
guests
present:
State
auditor
s
report,
these
recom

"We’U be there to take care of
roeve to other farms appeal to us
Of tne personal exemption, credit for
icnnv Hnsnitol
i.
,
“So there it is,” Tope agreed, o the Bridge Club tonight
Mrs. Oliver Libby. Mrs. Cornelius mendations will not be in the town dependents, earned-lncome credit, and ,
H°sP‘taIwhere he is receivher,” Tope urged. “You and I,
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Sadler to help them find a farm suitable Overlock. and Mrs. Walter Leavitt.
Interest on obligations of the United
ln8 treatmentfor blood poisoning
reports.
Clint. We’ll be on the job. It's with a grim simplicity. "The mon and son Robert of Rockland and for lheir oartlcular
Mr
and obligations of Instrumental!- in his hand.
Date of the town meeting is States
only for tonight. I’ve a notion to- | ey waiting, ready to run into their
explained. 'We are therefore Mrs. Ada Spear of South Warren
Uca cf the United States. Surtax on
vin Vdna
u
u
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robbins of Viola
pockets
as
soon
as
Mr.
Hurder
dies.
was
invited
but
was
unable
to
at

surtax
net income In excess of *4 000.! Mrs. tana Turner has been enMarch 4.
preparing a list of good farms for
night will teU the tale.”
Thomaston were callers Saturdav at rent in Hancock, Kncx and Waldo tend.
Yoiiire
the
last
dam
in
the
way,
the
income
Tax
Don'ts
j
,ertaln
‘
hg
a
friend
from
Auburn
the
"No,” Clint insisted. "She’s I
Jennie
Benner's.
Don't prepare your return without, pa's' week
last thing that holds it back. They'll •Mrs.
Because of the storm Tuesday
,,
...
.
_
Counties
It
will
be
to
the
interest
through with them out there, all be after you.”
LINCOLNVILLE
Mr and Mrs Louis Bums are pf landlords to have thejr available the meeting of the Boy Scouts was
first studying the instructions accom-1 Mrs.
Edgar Winchenbach rethose people. I'm going to be all
spending the holiday in Boston.
P^tl'p'^rL°,m.te Burly asemb.ln, ‘
Knox Hos"I'm not afraid!" said June.
iartlis included cn this list. It emitted.
Miss
Gertrude
McKinney
of
Cas

her family from now on. If you
Mr. and Mrs Robert Mitchell en- K0CS without saying that no obllgaTope nodded, and he asked after
Sermon topics Sunday at the tine Normal School was at home of data permits a careful consideration PItal "here she was a surgical pathink I’m going to let her go out' a moment: "Do you know whether tertained the Nine Club Monday tion will be Incurred by an owner Congregational Church will be: At
of all tax problems
tient.
for the weekend. She was accom
Don't destroy the memoranda from {
___ _____________
there for bait, to bait a trap—" And the front door was bolted or locked, night.
whose farm is rented as a result of 10 30, "Countryman of the Sab panied by her roommate. Miss which
your return was prepared
_
Miss Virginia Rowe of Lewiston this listing."
he cried: “Why do you have to mix the night your mother died, before
bath;" and at 7, "The Oreatest Catherine Hanscom of Sedgwick.
Don't fall to nil ln all Items and I
ENMERE
is spending a month's vacation at
schedules required by the return
in. Inspector? Let them wash their , you went to bed?”
Mr Viola also pointed out that, Challenge to Individual Living.’’
Hjron Keene of Rockland is passThe assessors have been busy the Don't omit explanation when such
her home here.
because of the trained supervision Church school will meet at 9.30
own dirty Unen.”
informstlon Is essential o n complete ing the week With his grandparents
“Yes,” she said. “Uncle Justus
past
week
preparing
the
books
for
Mrs.
Albert
Riley
and
son
Ste-'
and
encouragement
to
build
up
soil
Tope urged gravely: "It’s any cit
audit. Tills will save unnecessary ex Mr an(i
tsZ.i
At the Baptist Church Sunday
bolted it. That's why, .when the j ihen of South Portland are guests which are given farmers in the re
pense and annoyance to both you and
DaVls
izen’s duty to do what he can,
moming. the sermon 'The Word of town meeting which- will be the Government.
1 Mrs Merrill Chadwick of Port
door blew open, it scared me. I .his week of S A Jones.
March
11.
habilitation
piogram,
more
then
one
Clint.” His tone was grim. “And
Affection" will be the third in the
• • • •
Clyde was a visitor Sunday at the
knew it had been fastened, and I I
The Watts twins, Janice and
son, there's a murderer loose out thought there must be someone in I The Republican Caucus will be landlord has expressed the opinion series of "Seven Words from the
Items Exempt From Tax
I Andreu°J
Jsters' ,Mrs Sidney
that having one cf these FSA bor Cross" Church school will meet Janet, who are boarding with Mrs.
held
Friday
night
at
8
o'clock
in
there. Maybe a maniac. I think
_ , .
„
Andrews and Mrs. Arlene Morris
the house. But I didn't wait to— the high school auditorium. The rowers on his farm is a better in at 9 45 a. m. At the evening service Hazel Pottle visited Sunday with
Certain Items are specifically exMrs Ella Robinson and daughhe is. There's a terrible, mad per
Democratic Caucus will be held at vestment than renting to the aver the sermon will be delivered by their mother in Camden.
find out. I just ran."
empt from the income tax and need ters, Faustina and Leola of St
sistence in him. Or her.”
age independent tenant.
the same place Tuesday night.
"Mr.
Taine
bolted
it,
did
he?
”
Rev.
H.
W
VanDeman.
pastor
of
Mr. and Mrs Fred Dickey and not
included ln the taxpayer's George were guests Tuesday- night
t • • •
"Her?” Clint echoed, startled by
Farm Management plans worked, the Methcdist Church in Friend
Tope repeated thoughtfully.
Among Of Miss Rosa Teele
that pronoun.
out by the borrowers with the as ship. ln exchange with the regular family of Belfast were callers Sun- return of gross income
Rrbrkah Offlcers* Night
such items are the proceeds from, Miss Edilh Harrls
Wedn„.
She said: "Yes, after Mother was
day at Earl Young s.
Tope hesitated. “Him or her, who
Oood Luck Rebekah Ledge ob- sistance ot the Supervisors are often pastor. W S Stackhouse.
Miss Mabel Pendleton of Cam life insurance policies paid by day afternoon with Miss Maude
ever it is,” he repeated. “Clint, in bed, I came to the head ot the
d Visiting Officers' night discus-ed with the landlord, and
Mrs. Alice Robbins and Miss den visited Mrs. Mary McCobb a reason of the death of the Insured McLellan
stairs, and I heard him tell Grand 1 Tuesday
Five members
from improved tenure arrangements are
member:
Marguerite Milliken of Portland few days recently.
Amounts
received i other than Mrs Walter Barter was weekend
pa Hurder the door was fast.” She , Coopers Mills and three from Union encouraged.
were supper guests Sunday at the
amounts
paid by reason of thc guest of her sister
remembered suddenly: "And (he I braved the storm and hazardous
— 1
.......
Mrs. Edith Knight passed the death of the insured and interest Davis in PortClyde Mrs. Arthur
heme
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
A.
T
Nor

tried to slip upstairs during the eve traveling to attend. Twenty-five casion by Mrs Bertha Moody,
weekend with her parents in Albion. payments
wood.
on such amounts and r
ning before Mother died. Aunt Evie j members and juests were present deputy marshal, in behalf of the
William McCobb is spending a other than amounts received as
Because
of
the
heavy
storm
saw him, called him back.”
i at the supper which was served be- lodge.
annuities) under a life insurance or
2s consid,,re(’ a single person
Tuesday, Warren schools were few days in Boston.
Tope was silent for • moment, | fore the meeting. Tlie visiting ofendowment contract which are less 1
purpose of filing an inforclosed
for
the
day.
and he asked then a new question: I ficers were conducted to tlieir res- .
than or exactly equal to the pretni- j
.r?,tUrn,
salary or other
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Donna
Farris,
daughter
of
Mr
"If you went back, where would j pective chairs and the degree was |
urns or consideration paid therefor,.
>pcnsation for personal services,
and
Mrs.
Donald
Farris
at
Pleas

! exemplified.
they likely have you stay?”
Mil
or det*‘rmluable income in
Radio listeners in this section were are exempt from Federal income
antville, ls ill.
These officers served: Noble]
“There isn't any room ‘at Aunt
, wages, salarles. royalties,
surprised and thrilled Sunday to tax. Any excess received over the
Chester
Castner
is
ill
at
his
!
Grand
Mrs
Margaret
Beynton:
Evie’s,” June explained. “It's just
,rent‘ lnterest etc. A
FRESH DAILY
hear a broadcast from thelr home consideration paid is taxable p
home.
Amounts received as an annuity
"turn of information for
a small house, you know. I'd have vice grand. Miss C.emmie Robbins;
town
and
to
hear
the
voice
of
a
'
fittest
•
•
•
•
chaplain. Mrs. Larissa Clark; past
under an annuity or endowment |
ernp2?y<* u required of emto stay at Grandma Bowdon's.”
neighbor. Waldo Tyler who has
contract shall be included in gross i p y
The requirements are not
APPETIZING
Student Minstrel Show
"They’ve put Mr. Hurder upstairs, I noble grand Mrs. Muriel Lermond:
built
his
own
station.
Mrs Martha Fuller; conIncome; except that each year tli; in‘ted to periodical payments, but
The High School will present.
in the Bowdon house,” Tope report ji warden.
,under
.
.
j .
Mrs
J Putnam
Miss Estelle
ductor. Mrs. Emma Robbins; pianthe auspices
of» .u
the Student
Jackson
, lh(.and
weekend
wlth excess of the amount received ever a sl,lg,, Payment must be reported,
ed. “The back room on the west list, Mrs. Gladys Burke; inside
fCouncil,
’niin/’il »the
Hxx minstrel
minctrcl oVxzxtx_
percent of the aggregate
and resident foreign corshow. "Uln/'W
"Black _Mr.
side.”
and Mrs. Sterling Putnam in three
guardian. Mrs. Esther Hallowell;
premiums or consideration paid for P°rations are required to make a
HORSE RADISH Out', Saturday at 8 o clock at Camden.
“That’s a spare room.” June asGifts were presented to the visit
Mrs Jesse Sleeper and Mrs. Fred the annuity is tax-free until the ^Parate report Form 10D9 of divisented. "Grandpa and Grandma ing officers as a memento of the oc- II TIE MMIIJ If UIR J MUTHMIIT MTMIUIU Glover hall. A streamlined pro
®r distributions for each ingram will be packed with rapid Are Ripley entertained the "Beano aggregate of such sums excluded
Bowdon used the east rooms.”
from gross income for the taxable d*'idu®l’ cit*zen' or resident of the
repartee, original script by students Gang" Friday night.
"If you go out there, then, you'd
teachers, specialties, and har
STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY and
Mrs. Elizabeth Wiggin and Miss year 1939 and prior years eauals. n,ted States; resident fiduciary,
probably have the front room on
mony in orchestrations.
Marguerite
Young were weekend the aggregate premiums or consid- °r a r,esldenJ oartnership any meinthe west side.”
of which is a citizen or resident
Mildred Jackson, president of the visitors at the home of Mrs. Alvin eration paid for the annuity. Ther?
•‘I suppose so.”
who was paid $100 or more during
Student Council is the interlocutor, Wiggin in Camden.
are
also
exempt
from
tax
amounts
‘EROTHER RAT AND A BABY”
"I’d want you to try to arrange
the calendar year 1939.
and her end men are Edward Bar
Miss Elizabeth Till of Boston received by gift, bequest, devise cr
All persons or organizations act
to take care of him," Tope told her.
rett, Vella Barrett. Eugene Cogan. called Sunday on friends here.
inheritance; interest on obligations
ing at any time during the year
"To sit up with him tonight—in the
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
anv
Ruby Starrett. Vernal Wallace, and
At the meeting of Forget-me-not
room with him.” He considered.
Howard Maxey. Specialties will be Chapter, OE3.. Monday a special Territory. State, county, or muni 1939 as broker or other agent ln
"They may not let you; but if you're I
j executed by Madeleine Haskell, Leon dispensation was received from the cipality; interest on certain bonds stock, bond, or commodity trans
in the next room, you can hear, lis- J
Mathews. Lloyd Wellington. Rlch- grand matron. Mrs. Nellie Hlnkley. issued by the United States Gov actions (including banks which
ten.”
i ard.Butler. Ruby Starrett and Eu of the Grand Chapter of Maine, set ernment or its possessions, and on handle clearing orders for deposit
“CUnt, whoever did this is a
•The stairs are between,” she
gene Cogan. Other surprises will be ting Feb 22 ss the date of installa Federal larm-loan bonds; amounts ors or“9iistodian accounts) are re
monster, not human.”
t sprung by Llewellyn Payson, Char- tion. The ceremony will be semi received through accident or health quired to file annual return* of in
said. "But the doors are just across I
i lotte Moore. Virginia Starrett and public. Each member is permitted Insurance or under workmen* formation on Form 1100 with res
the hall, opposite one another.”
whoever did this is a monster, not
Wayne Starrett. The songs will to Invite one guest and asked to compensation acts for personal in pect to all customers, depositors, or
"Are there locks on the doors in
human. No telling what will come
ibe
the latest hits, and many of the provide refreshment for that guest. jury or sickness, and damages re accounts for whom or which the
that house?” Tope asked gravely.
total amount of either the pur
next.”
‘
old
favorites. There will be imitaMrs. Blanche Witham was guest ceived on account of such injuries chases or sales of securities of com
•‘Locks, yes,” June said. "There |
“And you want to risk June's are locks everywhere. Even the ’
or sickness.
j tions of radio stars, instrumental Monday of Mrs Elizabeth Babb
Pensions and compensation re modities. or the total market value
life?”
! numbers, duets, and quartets. FolThe Farm Bureau met last
closets are locked. Grandma Bow- I
”1 don't aim to,” Tope argued. don always carries a bunch of keys
i lowing the entertainment will be Thursday with Mrs. Hattie Thomas ceived by veterans from the United of the securities exchanged, ls
$25,000 or more during the calendar
•'She'11 have her eyes open. I'll tell on her belt"
dancing.
in Rockland. "A square meal for States are exempt; and pensions year 1939 and each subsequent cal
received from the United States by
Accompanist
will
be
Verna
Rob

her what to watch for. She'll
health
”
was
served
at
noon.
The
Clint said urgently: "Inspector, i
inson. orchestra leader, whose work subject of the meeting was, "Smart I the family of a veteran for services endar year, with certain exceptions.
have a pistol, to use if she has to. I'm going to have a ladder ready, I
ln that capacity has been outstand cuts in Sewing." Those attending rendered by the veteran to the A separate Form 1100 must be pre
We'll be right outside.” He spoke to so I can get up to her room, get in '
pared for each customer, depositor,
ing the past two years. Miss Kath were Mrs. Flora Baum, Mrs. Annie, United States in time of war are
June herself. “You won't go into it the window if I have to.”
or account for whom or which busi
erine
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and
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Comee
of
the
Dennison.
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Rachel
Long,
Miss
,
exempt,
as
gifts.
blindly,” he said. “Nor at all, un
ness was transacted during the year,
"Yes,” Tope said seriously.
faculty will each play an accom Mary Bartlett, Miss Louise Butler. I There is also exempt from the
less you want.”
“That’s good. Or so she can get'
Mrs' Myrtle Makinen. Mrs. Ruby , Federal income tax the rental vaiue and must show the name and
paniment.
"Let Heale work it out,” Clint out and down to us, quickly, if any-;
address and other information pro
Committees are: Tickets. Lloyd Makinen Mrs Ruth Brown and i of a dwelling house and appur vided for in the form.
cried. "It’s his job.”
one tries to get at her. And I’ll
tenances thereof furnished to a
Wellington.
Bowdoin
Miller,
Vir

Mrs
Elizabeth
Mitchell.
June was a long time in taking give her a revolver, show her}
information returns are carefully
minister of the gospel as part of his
ginia Starrett; stage, Arthur Wotany part in this discussion between how—”
compensation. Other items exclud checked with individual returns of
j ton, Stanley Robinson, Russell
NEW HARBOR
Thousands of delin
them: But when she spoke at last,
ed from gross income are alimony taxpayers
The telephone interrupted him, 1
Smith. Curtis Tolman;ushers. Gerit was decisively.
and an allowance based on a sepa quent returns and additional reve
and Miss Moss went to answer it. I
j trude Lampinen. Lois Bazemore.
nue amounting to millions of dol
Miss Christine Goudy who has
”1 don't trust Inspector Heale, She turned to say softly, her hand .
[Edward Wilson; make-up. Gloria been nursing Francis Pennimau has ration agreement.
lars have been secured as the re
Clint," she said. “If he thinks Un- j over the receiver: "It's for June.” j
Checking
Delinquents
Bridges. Elizabeth Oxton. and returned home. His sister Mrs. Jen
sult of the examination of infor
cle Jim—my father—did this, he
The
Bureau
of
Internal
Revenue
Marion Wallace; dance. Marion nie Tibbetts is helping care for him.
So June crossed to the older worm '
must be a dull, witless man.”
has at its command many sources mation returns.
Wallace.
Theresa
Huntley,
Glenice
an's side; she took the telephone ln
Brother rat and a baby—and ohl what a baby! Wayne Morris has his
(The End)
Dr. Clyde Berry attended a con for checking up delinquent tax
j arms fuj| af rhami and Priscilla I.ane has that love light in her eyes, be- French, and Lois Bazemore; ad vention in Bangor recently.
payers. One of these Is the “infor
They watched her; she seemed to her hand. They heard icr say.
vertising.
Madeleine
Haskell;
coach

“Hello. Yes . . . Yes. Grand rause they're sweethearting again in “Brother Rat and a Baby,” a sequel
Mrs. Norman Kelsey visited Sun
think aloud. "It was money, the
es. Principal Herbert DeVeber Miss day with her parents Mr and Mrs. mation at source" provision of the
t„ their earlier romanlie comedy success, "Brother Rat."—adv.
Internal Revenue Code, under
money always,” she cried, half to ma.”
Katherine
Coffin,
and
Edgar
Comee.
And after a long time: "Yes . . .
W. A. Oilbert.
which persons, "in whatever capa
herself. "I can see that now. Every
• • • •
Dr. Charles Helah and friend of city acting," are required to report
thing had to be done to keep the Yes, I’m coming.”
A Proposed Budget
Bath were callers at E. H. Gifford's. to the Commissioner of Internal
And then: "Yes . . . They will I
In Children
money in the family. That was why
Recommendations considered at
The Ladies’ Aid served a supper Revenue at Washington. D. C. pay
they were so furious when Mother bring me out, in a little while."
Watch for the»e most
the meeting Saturday of the Town Saturday at the vestry.
ments of fixed or determinable in
Clint felt his pulses pound with * common human intestinal
, married Uncle Jim—for fear some
Budget Committee, at which Oscar
Dr. A. A. Callahan, district super come to another in any calendar
parasites. If present, give
of the money would get away from deep terror; but he could not check
A. Copeland was chairman, and intendent will be the speaker Sun year of $1,000 or more on Form
Dr True's Elixir. Agreeable
them. Oh, I’ve heard them talk, her now. A moment later she said,
Willis R. Vinal. secretary, consist of: day night at the Methodist Church. 1099. If the recipient is married,
to lake — For Young and Old.
"Yes," again, and put the instru
Common schools. $5800; Text books,
and plan!"
Edward Brackett is ill.
and is a citizen or resident of the
Successfully used for 80 years.
supplies, water and lights. $985; re
Clint said warmly: “Sweet, hush! ment down and faced them all.
Mrs. Arthur Russell is recovering United States, reports need not be
"That was Grandma Bowdon."
pair school buildings. $200; High from illness.
You're Dever going back there
made of salary or other compensa
she explained. "Grandpa Bowdon's
School laboratory and library. $150;
again.**
The Ladies Aid met this week with tion for personal services unless
funeral
is
this
afternoon,
late.
She
the payments aggregate $2,500 or THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE
But June smiled at him, and she
Mrs. Annie Fossett.
Melvin Brackett has returned more. If the marital status of the AND ROUND WORM EXKLLER
said: "Yes, I am, ClinL I can go wants me to be there, and to go
home from the Marine Hospital in payee is unknown to the payor, the
back and watch and see things now home with them afterward.” She
Portland where he has been a pa
that I couldn't see before. 1 can added slowly: “That's what I will
do.”
tient five weeks.
i understand.”
(To Be Continued)
Mrs. Christine Carter, daughters
Inspector Tope said slowly:
Without Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out of Virginia and Louraine of Monhegan
“Heale is afraid of your people. He
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. William
Junior was six years old and someBed in tho Morning Rarin’ lo Ca
won’t go after them hard, the way
Loud.
The liver ahould pour out two plnta of
he would after other ___
folk.And I what precocious. "Grandma,’' said
Mrs. Estclla Penniman of Pema
liquid bile Into your bowels daily. If thia
never saw an uglier business. This he, ‘ are we going to have a birthbile is not flowins freely, your food may quid Beach has employment at the
senseless,
pitiless
butchering! day party for grandpa. Thursday?"
not digest. It may just decay in the bowels.
Gas bloats up your stomach. You get consti home of Walter McFarland while
There's a maniac loose out there: ! There was a stunned silence for
pated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
Mrs. McFarland is recovering from
and Heale won't act I've got to a moment; but grandmother blinked
looks punk.
illness.
back the sudden rush of tears, man
It takes those good, old Carter's Little
find some way.”
Liver Pills to get these two plnte of bile
Minot Little is at Marine Hospital
aged a brave smile, and replied
flowing
freely
to
make
you
feel
“
up
and
■Til do whatever you say.” June gentjy; "Grandfather died, you
in Portland for treatment.
up."CAmasing In making bile flow freely.
insisted; and Clint knew at last that toQW junior. We do not have
Lucretia Poland is visiting for
Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by name.
1 Of and 25<. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
several weeks with her cousin Miss
he could not dissuade the girl. He birthday parties for those who have
Addie Poland.
said slowly:
gone to Heaven."
Frank Chamberlain of Yarmouth
"I wish you wouldn't, June. But ; “Died?” Junior repeated. “Well.
spent the weekend ln town with
I can see, can feel the same way. 'look how long George Washington
his family.
1 Inspector, what do you mean to has been dead and we have birthday
. . . Miami awaits you! Bask
■k iiin
HMiami ju*t a whisper from
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Manly Gilbert of Staten Island,
parlies for him!"
do?”
N.
Y.
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spending
a
two
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va

Tope considered, his eyes on the
the sunshine of golden days
llie center of activities. Rales are
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cation with his parents Capt. and
floor, his head wagging. “I think
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Oilbert.
and lhe cooling breezes of star
from $2.50 single, $ t.00 double.
STEAMBOAT CO.
the thing will ripen tonight," he con
Attempting an undercover rampaign against daring mine thieves, Wil
Harold Morton has returned to
fessed. "If it seems sure that Mr.
ROCKLAND, ME.
ry
nights.
Liv^
in
beautiful
Allrar tive season rales. 250 new
liam
Boyd,
starred
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the
famous
“
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Cassidy
in
“
Santa
Fe
his employment in South Easton,
Hurder will live, the murderer will
Marshal," is exposed as a law officer. Marjorie Rambeau and Kenneth
Mass.,
after
being
in
town
to
at

try to end him tonight.”
Miami al F.I Comodoro. Tins fa
ly reileeoraleil rooms wilh tub
Service To:
llarlan disarm him in this scene from the new Clarence E. Mulford ad
tend the funeral of his grandfather
He watched June intently. “And
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
venture.—adv.
Frank Chadwick.
mous hole! is lorated in lhe heart
and shower balh. Our air-cooled
maybe you too! I’m guessing at
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan'a
Mrs. Merle (Day has returned to
this; but I'm a good guesser. Some
Island and Frenchboro
coffee shop is famous for ils
Massachusetts after a visit at the
one out there is money-crazy. Mr.
home of her brother Francis
|ust a few tips and—like a Flash—
fine moderately-priced food.
Hurder is a rich man; and some
Penniman.
WINTER SERVICE
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
its powerful pungent action
one out there wants that money.
spreads through throat, head
Popular cocktail lounge.
Subject to change without notice
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Maybe wants it quick. Maybe has
and bronchial tubes
The Selectmen of the Town of Friendship have received a
Under
thc Per,onal Direction
WORK WONDERS
I to have it quick.
Spend 45 cents today at any drug store
jyetition from Sherman T. Jameson, for a permit to build a wharf
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
JOSEPH II. ADAMS. MANAGEIt
"I'm guessing,” he repeated, for a bottle of Buckley's CANADIOL Mix- |
on the northwest side of Cedar Island, beginning at the northern
Read Down
Read Up
ture itriple acting)—by far the largest
t "Justus Taine wouldn’t tell me what selling
part of said Island, and running in a southwesterly direction,
cough medicine for coughs due to
P. M.
A.
M.
RADIO REPAIRING
colds
or
bronchial
irritations,
in
all
wintry
,
•was in the wills. But my guess is
about 260 feet.
All nukes serviced and recon
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
that the Hurder money is in a trust Canada.
Take a couple of doses; feel Its quick
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will meet at the
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
agreement for Mrs. Leaford—but powerful, pungent action spread through i
store of C. H. Stenger. on Wednesday. February 28, at 10 o’clock
tested free of charge. "Swap For
throat, head and bronchial tubes. It acts I
S W FIRST ST AT 2nd AVE
7 JO Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3J0
she's dead—and then for you, Miss quickly—starts right in to loosen up thick
Cash” Tickets given.
in tlie forenoon, to hear any parties interested.
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar.
2.45
choking
phlegm,
soothe
raw
membranes
I
Leaford. With trustees. Maybe
OPEN THE YEAR
ROUND
and make breathing easier. Contains no
9J0 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
MAINE MUSIC CO.
MELVIN LAWRY,
Taine himself. Maybe his sons. It sugar so can be used by diabetics. Cet i
Frank Winchenbach, Service
117-tf
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Selectmen,
Town
of
Friendship,
Me.
doesn't matter—wouldn’t help us Buck levs CANADIOL Mixture today. Ov< I
Dept.
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million bottles sold.
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any if we knew, because they're all 10Tilt
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MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST

Mr. and Mrs. Orman Keene of
North Appleton were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones.
If you arr interested in thr welfare of a Household listen
Mrs. Boyd Whiting, who was ln
to her informative talk Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
New York for several weeks, has teat 1.30 p. in. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.
turned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wood of
Montville were recent guests of Miss
We asked the other day for your i a huge platter of Norfolk spots or Belle Lowell and William Creamer
memories of typical Oay Nineties I other pan fish and a Himalaya of and also called at the home of Mfoods, and while we re waiting for corn cakes . . . succotash, buttered j and Mrs. Charles Jones.
further news on the subject, the beets, baked potatoes, string beans
Everett Dore and son, Dr. Ken
picture of what people ate along ( and other hearty vegetables. Or neth E. Dore, both of Fryeburg,
about the turn of the century is be anges and bananas with a heavy were recent supper guests of Mr.
ginning to take shape. Salads were dressing of grated cocoanut for and Mrs. Ernest Ratten, and also
evidently few and far between. dessert perhaps.”
callers at the home of Mr. and
No wonder everyone was subdued I Mrs. Walter Ratten.
Lettuce was available only when
It pushed itself through the ground ; after lunch, as Mencken reports. | Tlie Ladies Aid met Feb. 14 with
in early summer and then one ate | and Dad usually stretched out for a 1 Miss Belle Lowell. Sewing occupied
lt with vinegar and sugar or boiled prolonged nap. He and hls brother the time and light refreshments
dressing.
French dressing and kept reserve rations in the way of were served by the hostess.
mayonnaise hadn't made their bow j gingersnaps. all day suckers, dried
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Higgins and
and taffy concealed in son Adelbert who were employed at
Pies and steamed puddings, pre apricots
their room. What do you remember Passadumkeag for a time have re
served fruit, cake, custards and of the "eats" of the period?
turned home.
syllabubs were the usual desserts
Brer Rabbit Molasses
Daniel McFarland who was at
Our lovely gelatine creations, ices,
Chocolate Cake
sherbets and fresh fruit concoc- '
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
One cup sugar. '4 cup shortening, ( Randall in South Montville for sev
tions weren’t served ln the average
cup Brer eral months, has returned to his
family. Olive Harvey of Leomin 2 eggs, well beaten,
ster writes us, people were still Rabbit Molasses, 1 teaspoon soda, home here.
afraid of tomatoes; “Love Apples",! 1 cup boiling water, 1 and •'*« cups
Alton Winchenbach and son of
tea West Waldoboro were callers Sun
as they called them, were consid flour, 3 tablespoons cocoa,
ered poison. She says they were first spoon salt, 1 teaspoon Baker’s Van day afternoon at the home of Miss
Belle Lowell.
raised in Templeton or Baldwins illa Extract.
Cream sugar and shortening. Add E. Bliss Marriner of Portsmouth
ville, Mass. Did you know’ that?
“People never ate raw vegetables beaten eggs, molasses and the soda N. H., was a recent business visitor
then, ’ she writes, "and they cooked which has been dissolved in boiling, here.
cabbage and beets almost all day. water. Then add the dry ingredi Miss Frances Mayhew who has
“As for summer church suppers, ents which have been sifted to been staying for a time with Mrs.
veal mixed with boiled dressing gether and, lastly, the vanilla. Bake Marcia Lothrop of Belfast returned
in a well greased cake pan in a mod home Sunday.
masqueraded as chicken salad, sal erate
oven '350 degrees F.i about
mon and egg salad might be served 40 minutes. Top with frosting or Mrs. Carl Milliken and daughter
with cold pressed meat, home whipped cream. This cake will re Joyce of Camden spent a part of
last week at the home of her father
made hot rolls, short cake, pie and main moist for a week.
Edgar P. Marriner.
cake. In winter we had baked bean
Ocean Spray Cranberry Fizz
Mrs. Oussie B Colson who has
suppers, oyster stew suppers ln the
One quart Ocean Spray Cran
Town hall, at Fairs and Orange berry Juice Cocktail, •% cup sugar, been staying with Mrs Ellen Harri
meetings, always with Westmin 1 pint grapefruit Juice, 1 quart gln- man has returned to her home ln
Winterport.
•
ster crackers made in this town gerale.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand A. Drum
since 1828 There was usually a
Bring cranberry juice cocktail mond and family were visitors Sun
home talent minstrel show for en and sugar to boiling point. Add
tertainment and we did have fun! grapefruit juice and chill in re day in Camden.
Ira Packard a teacher in Machias
There's a wonderful picture of frigerator Add gingerale and pour
the whole Oay Nineties period in over Ice cubes ln tall glasses. High School is spending a vacation
with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Mencken's “Happy Days." Serves 10.
Joseph O. Packard.
He recreates the life of a small boy
Mincemeat Doughnuts
of that era and things that hap
Two eggs. % cup sugar. 1 table
pened to small girls creep into the spoon shortening. 1 cup Friend's GEORGES RIVER ROAD
picture, pig-tail pulling and such. mincemeat. 1 teaspoon minced or
“How the stomachs of Baltimore ange peel. 34 cups flour, 3 tea
The meeting Sunday will be held
survived at all ts a pathological spoons baking powder, 1 teaspoon at Long Cove Schoolhouse at 2
mystery,” H L. Mencken says. “The salt.
o'clock. Tonight there will be a
standard evening meal was light,
Beat eggs, sugar, shortening, social gathering at the Church
but the other two vyere terrific.
mincemeat and orange peel. Add
“The repertoire for breakfast, be sifted dry ingredients. Roll out salt,
teaspoon pepper, 1 cup fine
sides all the known, varieties of dough, a little at a time, on floured ly grated carrots.
pancakes and porridge included board to about '« inch thickness
Out baked potatoes in half;
such things as ham and eggs, Cut with doughnut cutter dipped scoop out and reserve shells. Mash
broiled mackerel, fried smelts, beef in flour. Fry in deep hot fat <365- insides of potatoes with cream and
hash, pork chops, country sausage 375 degrees F.t until nicely browned. butter and season with pepper and
and even. Lord help us all. what
Golden Flaked Potatoes
salt Add shredded carrots. Pile
would now be known as Welch
Four baked potatoes. '< cup lightly into potato shells and re
Rarebit.
cream. 4 tablespoons Land O' Lakes turn to a very hot oven <450 de
“Our favorite winter lunch was Sweet Cream Butter, 1 teaspoon grees F.) for flve to 10 minutes.
The slight cooking gives carrots
added flavor. Serves eight
MENU

Unvarying Quality and Flavor

SALADA
TBA

Breakfast

Grapefruit and Orange Segments
Pancakes and Syrup
Coffee
Lunch

Creamed Dried Beef on
Corn Muffins
O&C Potato Sticks
’Ocean Spray Cranberry Fizz
'Mincemeat Doughnuts
Dinner

Hamburg Patties with
French's Mustard Sauce
•Oolden Flaked Potatoes
Spiced Peach Salad
•Brer Rabbit Molasses
Chocolate Cake
Coffee
•Recipes given.

since
Lincoln-Zephyr!

N its own way, Mercury 8 has done again, at

power V-8 engine that stands already as o.._

a lower price, what Lincoln-Zephyr did a

of the country’s most respected performers.

I
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Every-OtKer-Day

few years ago. It has gathered together the You find it faultlessly fitted...with fingertip

good things its price would normally buy...

gearshift on the steering post, interior luxury

then topped them off with still more good

peculiarly its own, sleek lines, rich colors ...

things its price never bought before! It flashed

safe with steel and Safety Glass throughout.

to instant, brilliant success by being a brilliant

And then you hear owners tell of mileage
up to 20 per gallon... and your wife exclaims
that, for all its sire, it’s the easiest car she ever
drove... and you know that another new Fordbuilt car has opened another new world oi
motoring satisfaction!

new kind of car!
Drive it and you soon see how truly new it
is! You find it big... big to look at, big to ride
in. You find it marvelously comfortable. You

find it superbly powered ..with a 95 horse

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 475
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WALDOBORO, MAINE
TELEPHONE 61
VP-AND-COMINOEST
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XHE FORD MOTOR COMPANY—FORD, MERCURY, LINCOLN-ZEPHYR AND LINCOLN MOTOR CARS
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Mr and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth were
visitors Sunday in Liberty.
« « ««
Mr. and Mrs. Fess Hannon and
MRS O0QAR C LANE
children were recent guests at Oscar
Correspondent
Upham's.
Nancy Curtis of Washington is
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Car
Gertrude Hanley of Thomaston rie Esancy.
is visiting her grandmother. Mrs.
W. C. Perry went Sunday to
Flora Ames,
Appleton to visit his sister, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raymond Delmore Cummings who is ill.
returned Saturday from Rockland.
Everett Ripley attended funeral
Mrs. Edith Vinal returned Tues services for his sister-in-law Mrs.
day from North Haven where she Clarence Ripley last Thursday in
passed the weekend with her daugh South Union.
ter Mrs. Enna Gilles.
Richardson Miller has been har
Mrs. Robert Vlgneau and son vesting ice for the farmers.
Robert Jr., of Dayville. Conn., are
Oscar Upham is starting out pulp
guests at Lee Shore Country Club.
wood for Mr. Bradford.
Mrs. John Crockett of North
Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth Is caring for
Haven, was recent guest of friends Mrs. Frank Roy in Liberty.
• • • •
in town.
There was a large attendance at
Nazarene Church Notes
the meeting of Marguerite Chapter,
At worship Sunday the pastor's
OES. Monday night. After the theme was "The Superficiality of
ceremonies the entertainment com Forced Repentance.” A trio was
mittee presented a "Last Day pro sung by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
gram in a Village School” which Mank and Rev. J. W. Ames, of the
proved most interesting. Parts were hymn entitled "It Is Mine. ’ The
taken by the present offlcers of the subject of the Bible School lesson
Chapter and represented youngsters study was on "Good Citizen^ and
of flrst grade. All were In children's Good Neighbors." Birthday candles
costume and the teacher (Mrs Flor were lighted in honor of Miss Mary
ence Guilford) was dressed as a 'Ware and Donald Cramer. Their
typical old fashioned school-ma'am. I birthday money was put in the
The program of recitations and I bank for native workers in foreign
songs was in keeping with Washing fields. The closing hymn “My
ton's and Lincoln's Birthdays with Burdens Rolled Away" was led in
a few local hits thrown ln to make the singing by the Rainbow Class
It snappy. This was followed by and teacher.
two historical plays. Cherry pies
The N.Y.PS. was in charge of
and cream cakes with cherry deco Mrs. Dorothy Howard. The topic
rations were served with coffee Mrs. discussed by the leader was “What
Nellie Thomas was committee chair youth has to offer the Church.”
man.
A solo “He's the One” was sung by
A group of friends and relatives Mrs. Helen Cramer.
were entertained Saturday night at
The church ls sponsoring a sub
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herman scription campaign for the MisYoung, honoring Mr. Young’s 75th ' sionary paper, “Other Sheep.”
birthday. It was also the birthday I This is a contest between the North
of their daughter Mrs. Gladys Walls. I Waldoboro and Union Churches.
Both received many nice gifts. Mu I The winning church is to receive a
sical selections by Mr. Young and I set of six books on the '(Lives of
several of the guests, were features ; Great Missionaries. ’ The indiA light repast was served. Those j vidual in the lasing church to se
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Her cure the largest number of sub
man Young. Mrs. Mildred Brewster, scriptions will receive as a gift, a
Mrs. Oladys Walls and children, New Testament.
Newman. Richard and Ruth, Rev.
Worship Sunday will be at 10
and Mrs. Newman Wilson. Mr. and oclock;
Bible
School.
11.15;
Mrs. Charlie Williams and son Vic I N.Y.PS.. 6 o'clock; evening service
tor. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Warren at 7. Prayer service tonight at 7 30.
and daughter Evelyn. Mr and Mrs.
Francis Anthony. Mr. and Mrs
DEER ISLE
George White, Mr and Mrs. Arnold
Mrs. Ixdia Voltz has returned to
Barton. Mr. and Mrs Hollis Arey.
Mrs Harold Barton. Mrs. Hanley New York City after a visit with
Dyer. Mrs. Raymond MacDonald. ; her brothers Bert Dow and Frank
Mrs. “Ted' MacDonald. Mrs Rich Dow.
Alonzo Tuck, school superintend
ard Young. Mrs. Clyde Ames. Fred
Fernald. Alfred Greenlaw and ent has recently passed his bar ex> aminations.
Toivo Wahlman.
Jaspar Eaton Is in New London.
The Antique Club met Monday
| Conn.
with Mrs. Charlie Williams.
Walter E. Scott, Jr., is enroute to
(St. Petersburg. Fla., by motor.

NORTH HOPE

MINTURN

The Square Circle met last Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hennigar
day with Lona Hall. A Valentine
box was the feature of the day. are occupying the Clara Grant
Coffee, sandwiches and candy were house.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sadler is ill.
served by the hostess. A George
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parker are
Washington program will be given
residing with Mrs. Minnie Parker.
next week at Ruth Morse s.
The Ladies Aid meets this week
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry enter with
Mrs Charlotte Bridges
tained a few friends at cards Tues
Richard Jellison and Eugene
day night in honor of Mr. Perry s Jelllson of Warren are staying
birthday. After a pleasant evening, with their mother, Mrs. Milton
refreshments were served and sev Hennigar
eral fine gifts were presented to Mr. [ Mrs. Laura Matthews is caring
Perry. Those present were Mr. and for Mrs. Amanda Bridges who is ill.
Mrs. Frank Meservey, Jr.. Mr. and
Abby Stanley. Violet Dunham.
Mrs Merton Wadsworth, Jr., Mr Marjorie Cook, and Coris Sprague
and Mrs. Nathan Pease and Mr. spent Priday evening with Mrs
and Mrs. Richard Meservey.
Laura 8tinson ot Swans Island.
Raymond Aldus has been ill.
At the Rebekah bridge party
Mrs Clara Hall was hostess Sat Saturday night, high prizes went
urday night to the members of the to Coris Sprague and Jerry Smith.
Square Circle and thelr families
Special guests who furnished music
NORTH HAVEN
were Mrs. Stella Stevens and son
Miss
Frances Elliot and Miss Hope
and Charles Reynolds of Rockland
Mrs. Ida Pease and Mrs. Mildred , Ames were hostesses last Thursday
Pease were callers Saturday at Wil night at a surprise shower given
Mrs. Carltcn OBrien at the home
low Brook.
Lyman Wentworth, Leland Went- ! of Miss Ames. Mrs. O Brien was
worth and Albert Pease motored the recipient of many lovely pres
ents. Tlie evening was spent in
Saturday to Greene
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth sewing and playing games. Re
Those
entertained a few friends and rela-1 freshments were served.
tives at their home Sunday night. present besides the “Sisters of the
Those present were Mr. and Mrs Skillet," were: Mrs. Katherine
Willard Wentworth and family, Mr. Duncan, Mrs. Nellie Baird, Mrs
and Mrs. Damon Hall. Mrs. Stella Nma Hopkins, Mrs. Orllla Sampson.
Mrs. Anne Calderwood, Mrs. Shir
Stevens and son. Charles Reynolds., ley Calderwood, Mrs. Lola Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry. After Mrs. Alta Burgess. Mrs. Elizabeth
an evening spent in music, refresh Bunker, Miss Abby Sargent, Miss
ments were served by the hostess. Hilda Wall and Mrs. Lottie Ames

PORT CLYDE

WHITENS
FALSE TEETH

Rev and Mrs. Daniels of Boston
were weekend guests of Rev. and
Mrs Benjamin White. Rev. Mr
Daniels preached Sunday morning
at the Advent Church.
Mr. and Mrs Forest Davis and Get Rid of Tobacco and Other
Rev. and Mrs. Benjamin White at Stains This Safe, Easy Way.
tended funeral services Monday
for Riley Bradford ln Friendship
Mrs. John Field has returned
home from Swampscott. Mass,
accompanied by her grandson.
Richard, who will spend the re
mainder of the winter with his
grandparents.
Mrs. Walter Barter of Glen
Don’t let your false teeth show
mere was guest over Sunday of they are false. If gums are (lark und
her sisters. Mrs. Verona Miller and uunatural-looking with teeth dingy
I and stained, a Kleenite bath while
Mrs. Arthur Davis.
I you dress, or overnight, will quickly
The Junior Loyal Worker So give your teeth the clean, bright, atciety of the Advent Church held 1 tractive lustre of "live" teeth on naa social last Thursday In the li ' tural-looking gums and plate.
Here's all you do: Simply put a
brary. The junior group of the
little Kleenite in half a glass of warm
Baptist Church held a similar water,
stir; put in your denture and
gathering Friday night.
leave for a few minutes. NO Brush
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and ing—just rinse and replace.
Get Kleenite today but be aure you
Mrs. Verona Miller were Portland
j get Kleenite. Dentists use it and
visitors Monday.

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

PURE.

MIRABEL JELLIES
QUINCE, MINT, CRABAPPLE and

GRAPE
CURRANT

ulated tugar

25c

2

Vh

Cloverdale

Pure

2 15c
2~21c
35c SUGAR 53c
77c
79c
OLEO

LARD
Brookside

IB

BUTTER

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
24*4 LB. BAG

FINAST
BREAD
2414 LB.
BAG

Lenten Specials

CHERRIES

CLAM CHOWDER

9C

lo oi
TIN

MACARONI
' OR SPAGHETTI
: WHITE SPRAY

A

30 01
TINS

bots

17C
23c
15c

5 oi

2 bots 25c
MILBROOK CLUB » )toi Af,
BEVERAGES Contents Only J BOTS *5*
, orCAT
LB 29c
CALO DOG FOOD FOOD TINS

19c

3

22

CHEBBIIS

MARASCHINO

SARDIHES
MAINE

8ULLK

RED SOUR PITTED
READY FOR THE PIE

MARASCHINO

DN 21c

UNDERWOOD

PLUMP MEATY
CAL'FORNIA

APRICOTS

UNDERWOODS

CHERRIES

VERMONT MAID

to,
PKSS

i

,y<

syrup

MY-T-FINE DESSERTS 3 ««17c

26 oz
oz
29e
RICHMOND TOMATOES« TINS 25c 3 19TINS

LARGE

2 PKGS. 29c

WHITE SPRAY ROLLED OATS

MILD CHEESE

AMERICA'S
LARGEST SELLER

20 MULE BORAX -«15‘ BORAXO
A.

RITZ

(?•

21*

12 oz

19*

TIN
OVAL TIN

15*

Sptci&U

CRACKERS P(£ 20C

PREMIUMS

29c

pkg

SHREDDED
WHEAT
2 "es 21c
HEINZ

LB

WHOLE MILK VARIET* - AGED FOR MONTHS

LIBBY'S CORNED BEEF

CUCUMBER
PICKLES

3*(,<A«e*

JAR

TOP HATS ^cator 2BuLsk29c
MOLASSES

MILK

R A B«T

EVANGELINE

2

VlNS

27c

<1 nris 27C

BAKED BEANS na

2 7ns23c

FRIEND'S

2

BAKED BEAMS

HNS

25C

XI*

YOU’LL ENJOY THIS FINER LOAF Everyone says it’* the fined loaf they have ever u»ed in their homes,

ll toast* better and make* finer tastier sandwiches.
i

You’ll notice it*

home-baked qualities immediately.

NEW ENGLAND OLDE STYLE WHITE

BREAD 2 17

KGO tr Sill 18 '49
RINSO nr OXYDOL 2" 39c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE g=?Sc
New Low Coffee Prices
KYBO
2 35c JohnAlden2x33c
1 LB.
BAGS

THE NEW VACUUM PACKED TIN

Richmond 2 27c COPLEY
I LB
BAGS

DRIP OR REG.

fMIT^VKlTABUS

THE CORNER DRUG STORE

FLORIDA

ORANGES

MOUTH-WATERING PANCAKES

2 Jars

BLACK RASPBERRY and
Just pure fruit fuict and gran

I recommend it.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

2 Jar's 23«

APPLE

McIntosh

NEW

doz 23c CABBAGE 4 lbs 19c
CALIFORNIA

5 lbs 19c ORANGES
doz 29c
doz 33c CARROTS
bch 5c
ICEBERG
LETTUCE 2 hds 17c BROCCOLI 2 hds 25c
2 lbs 29c
TURNIPS 4 lbs 10c PEAS

APPLES
LEMONS

Find out for yourself how easy
it ia to prepare golden-brown,

7u.f AJJ M,lk
or W'flfer

tender pancakes that will make
your family beam with pleasure U

Pillsburys Pancake Flour
OR GGORWHfPT

Pillsburys

raatssf
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THOMASTON

There

Was

Music in the Air

ftftftft
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Oarrefpondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190

CAMDEN

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathcjou
are guests of Mrs. Matheson’s parents in Winslow.

OILBERT HARMON
Correspondent

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bowden
are spending the vacation in Bluehill.

ftftftft
Tel. 713

In Everybody’s Column

Linnell Withdraws

IN SOCIETY

Number Of Republican I* *♦• •♦• ••''•’'•’’•''•''•’■•■••’••’••oil
♦
♦
Candidates For Governor -LOST AND found
♦
Is Reduced To Four

.®. •>. -•>

-

MALE tan and black foxhound lost

Voicing fears that the number nnswers to name of ‘ Boy”. $10 reward.
23-25
of Republican gubernatorial aspir ALDFN WATTS Warren
Miss Ruth Jeanette Lord enter ants might lead to nomination of a NOTICE— Is hereby given of the Joss
of deposit book numbered 37205 and
tained three girl friends at a
thc owner of said book asks lor a du
luncheon party Wednesday, to make candidate ln June who could not plicate in accordance with the promerry in celebration of her tenth, carry the September election. Wil vlslcn of the State Law ROCKLAND
BANK. Bv Edward J Hellier,
birthday anniversary. Ten candles liam S. Linnell of Portland. Re- SAVINGS
Treas . Rockland. Maine, Feb 22 1 940
•
23-Th 29
gleamed on a lovely cake that fen- pUbncan National Committeeman,
tured dainty refreshments. Guests/
were Miss Arlene Rollins, Miss Tuesday withdrew his active can
Irene Olson and Bonnie K Cum didacy to be the GOP standard ♦
mings. After luncheon, they at bearer.
♦
♦
TO
LET
--------------t
tended tlie theatre.
His decision not to press his ef
forts to win the nomination leaves.
ET A. Club members met Wednes four active candidates. State Sen- 1 ElGHT-txiom house to let about
day afternoon with Mrs. Lizzie ate President Sumner Sewall of i “arch 1 “* 65 RabklnjSt ; bath, lights,
garage
44 Rankin St.. TEL.
French, for picnic dinner and cards, Batll
j Fernald of Wintcr- furnace,
202
21-23
Mrs. Hattie Davies. Mrs. Frank
t a jonncr state senator. Mayor ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St
Tel.
Newbert and the hostess won honors,
a Payne of Augusta and 579-W, MRS FLORA COLLINS
23-tr
Blin W Page. Skowhegan business- APARTMENT, furnished and heated,
Shakespearc Society will meet
23*25
Page and Fernald have pre- to let n* 14 MASONIC ST

Mr and Mrs. Howard Rollins were
Jean and Joan Crie spent the
given a housewarming at their new
weekend in Camden, guests of their j
hem? on Pearl street. Monday night.
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs John
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Campbell.
Joan returned home' 1
George Boynton. Mr. and Mrs Rob
Sunday night and Jean remained
ert Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
for a longer visit.
Prescott. Mr. and Mrs. Eimer Joyce
Orrin Treat. Jr., and son Orrin 3d, I
tnd Mr. and Mrs Eugene Shaw. Mr.
are spending this week in Westford, j
and Mrs. Rollins received several
Mass, with relatives.
lovely gifts.
The Star Circle of Grace Chap
Ada M Garey and Leroy V. Jack
ter is sponsoring a cooked food sale
son. both of this town, were mar
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
ried Saturday night at the Baptist
Dcnaldtons Store. Mrs Blanche
paironage. Rev. W F. Brown offi
Lermond. Mrs. Leila Smalley and
ciating. They were attended by
Miss Helen Studley comprise the
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Dean. Mr.
committee in chargp.
nnd Mrs. Jack on will reside on
Mrs. William T Flint is spending
Knowlton street
the holiday and weekend with her
Mrs S. H. Staples and Miss Mary
FURNISHED apc.:-ment to let.
Inmother. Mrs. Frank Winn in Marl
F Walker of Rockland are guests
quire 11 JAMES ST
15-tf
boro. Mass.
of Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Grey.
of “The Merchant of Venice” will ation as governor.
Mr Linnell ha^ not circulated KITCHENETTE apartment to let *3 50
Mrs. Ada Chadwick a charter
A rehearsal of the Baptist Yeung be read, uncsr the leadership of nomination papers, although he week llrtit< and water Included V P.
STUDLEY
Main s; . Trt. ItM
Mrs.
Jcsephuie
Rice.
Mrs.
Edith
member of Mayflower Temple, Py
Peoples’ Choir wlll be held Friday
Bird's paper. "Persecution of the saicl he has received requests for FURNISHED apartment Vo let. three
thian Sisters, was happily surprised
at 6 30 at the church.
Jews" will be discussed
them from various parts of Maine. ruonu and toilet, partially heated 12
Monday night when a group of
Miss Hester Ordway is spending
____
In announcing his decision to witli- Knox St . TEI, 156-W ____________ 19-tf
members called at her heme to help
n vacation with relatives in South
room apartment with bath to
Mrs.
Frank
Fields,
Mrs.
Pearl
draw from active campaigning at letPOUR
celebrate her 82d birthday which
furnished or unfurnished, heated.
Faris.
Look and Mrs. H R. Mullen were this time because of other duties. Apply 7 Elliot St. Thomaston, TEL 24.
had occurred several days previ
The firemen will hold their 59tli Tuesday night winners of the Mr. Linnell appealed for a reduc15-tf
ously. Mrs. Chadwick received a
annual ball Friday night in the Chummy Club, entertained by Mrs. tion in the number of candidates.
gift and a beautifully decorated
FOUR-room apartment to let, al]
Cpera House. The proceeds will bc Emerson Sadler
modern
Apply
at
Oatnden
and
Rock

birthday cake. The guests pro
at her Suffolk He made it clear that he was con land Water Co Tel 634
devoted to the purchase of a car street heme.
11-tf
ceeded to enjoy themselves, beano
sidering the best interests of thc
for the chief, Allen Payson.
LOWER apartment to let. corner
providing amusement, and nearly
party
in
making
the
appeal.
Warren and Main SU.; hot water heat
Seaside Chapter OES. will hold
all winning prizes. Refreshments
Miss Alfreda Perry is at the New Linnell's statement follows:
with oll burner C. A HAMILTON. 29
its annual birtliday supper Monday
Chestnut St . Tel 986-J.
12-tf
were served.
The party was
York
market
in
thc
interests
of
"Al*
‘
In
April
of
last
year,
believing
for the past matrons and patrons freda's" sliofi.
planned by Mrs. Katherine Craw
I could plan my time and business TWO unfurnished apartmenta to let
Work will bc exemplified on candi
ford and Mrs. Blanche Wilson.
affairs so as to devote myself dur Tel 629-M. ELLA COLLINS, 25 North
dates. the oast matrons and patrons
14-tf
The Valentine colors and motif ing this period to an active cam Main St
Others attending were Mrs. Lucy
dcing thc work
FURNISHED
rooms
to
let.
desir

featured
the
Jolly
party
given
Mon

Clark. Mrs. Etta Benner. Mrs. Grace
Mrs Annie Philips is a patient day afternoon by Mrs Forest Puik- paign. I announced that I would able location MRS. A C. JONES. 5
Andrews. Mrs. Dorothy Horsley. Mrs.
126-tf
be a candidate for Governor in thc Talbot Ave . Tel 576
at Community- Hospital.
erton at her Simmons street home
Olive Brazier. Mrs Ora Woodcock.
Mtss Dorothy Baker is passing for Minerva, two year old daugh Itepubhcan primaries this coming
Mrs. Mertie Grover, Mrs. Mary Henry
th? schcol vacation at her home in ter of Mr and Mrs. William Harvey. June. Since that time it has be
Mrs Laura Beattie. Mrs. Harnett
Yarmouth.
Tlie youthful guests Included Philip come increasingly evident to me
Tillson. Mrs Addie Jones. Mrs. May
Donald Snowman celebrated his 12th birthday, and as all of thr boys at his party are musicians, and brought
The Rotary Club met Tuesday and Dudley Mears. George and that I cannot now devote my time *
Lineken. Miss Eliza Whitney and along their instruments, it was an affair quite out of the ordinary.
neon at Wadsworth Inn with William Winslow, Beatrice Harvey, to active campaign work as fully ‘
*
Mrs. Charles Pierce and daughter.
Front row, left to right—George Morton Carlton Thursion. Donald Snowman. Raymond Rhodes, Charles Charles E. Lord, club secretary, as
as the travel, visiting and personal , * * * * *
*■**♦•* R
Jean of Warren, who are spending Ross. Back row—Franklin Blaisdell. Gerald Bradley, Kenneth Chatto Harold Axtell, Robert Chatto. Present the principal speaker. Mr. Lord's Dcnald and James Melvin, Lois and greeting of voters seem to require. 1927 CHEVROLET sedan for sale,
Jerry Winchenbach. Helen Pinker
heater. lour new tires; good condition;
the week with Mrs. Chadwick.
but not in picture—Nelson Pierce.
—Photo by Blackinton. talk was about the aims and objects ton and William and Minerva I am conscious that these Circum 530 LEROY BRANN. 253 Camden St.
cf Rotary and he gave a brief his Harvey. The mothers were also stances impose upon my generous________________________________
A public card party will be held
21*23
tory of Rotary International and present. Edward Shaw and May friends a burden of activity in my j NEW International Furnaces, direct
Monday night at the home of Mrs
Bird,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased,
cf the local Club Visiting Rotari
W. B D Gray, under the auspices
behalf I have no right to ask them B?ston shipments to your home anypresented by Stuart C. Burgess of ans were Ted Bird. Charles Sheldon. nard and Evelyn Holmes were un
Where. Three registers Installed 9110,
of Williams-Brazier Unit. A L. A.
able to attend.
to assume.
avc registers installed tl30
All types
, H P Blodgett and A. C. MeLoon,
There will be facilities for playing
Rockland, admr.
"Notwithstanding.
I
have,
consei heating Representative will call Write
A A Ai A
all
of
Rockland.
any of the popular games, includ
O'ipntiv ’tJ
nnt ^9
onv
of 9^
m\' ing St . SUFERIOf:
MorrxA A A ZS
THE BICYCLE
Petition for License to Mortgage
5
Portland MeHEATTTaO.
Terms $51CmonthMrs. Abbie Potter, who has been
ing anagrams, and light refresh
Wills allowed: Elmer E RackliH. Rfal Estate granted: Estate Her(For The Courier-Oazette)
friends to circulate my nomination iy phone 3-wn.
23*25
T.mA fl CIHAMTNXX
visiting
Mr
and
Mrs.
J.
A
Brown.
ments will be served. Playing will
late of South Tliomaston. deceased. I bert H. Stover. Jr., minor of Rockto friend husband. "I see it's papers. I liave received many repractically ' new universal elec"Correspondent
I has returned to Wakefield. Mass. Said she
start at 7.30. Arrangements are
the style
Alan L. Bird of Rockland appointed j land, presented by Maude B. Stover
Miss Bertha Start, who has been To ride on a bicycle He with a smile quests for them, as well as assur- trie oven for sale with stand Cost
in charge of Mrs. Orvel F. Wil
ftftftft*
executor;
James
A.
Flynn,
late
of
[
’
f
Rockland,
gdn.
Answered
"Dearest, don t pla.i to en ances of support from all over the <a>95' nPw *15 TEL M7-B._____ 22-94
i
visitin
g
her
brother
,
Wallace
ln
liams. The Auxiliary has this week
Petition for Appointment of
State. Because these requests and . BOSTON terrier for -sale registered
gage in that sport
Te'. 2229
contributed $50 to the Nursing As
U,. I female, six months: prettily marked,
Rockland, deceased. Alan L. Bird Trustee granted: Estate Emma A. Roxbury, has returned to Camden It y to don t break your necc ycu would
assurances are increasing day bj > mrs e, a mathews. Tel 9-2. Union.
sociation for much-needed dental
sion land In court.
of Rockland appointed admr. c.t.a.; Kuhn, late of Rockland, deceased. s accompanied by Mrs. Wallace Start
day.
I
feel,
in
justice
to
those
who
____________________________ 22-24
j and daughter.
But regardless of warning she p irwork among the school children.
H O Heistad is in New York for Margaret E. Graves, late of Rockchs.-.ec a bike.
thus express their confidence that i°37 Ford coupe for sale actual mlleMrs. Harriet Belyea and Mrs
At the special Lenten Service at a short time, the guest of Mr. and land, deceased. Martin S. Graves of Rodney I. Thompson of Rockland
slyly to hubby Im '-a lor a I would make an acceptable Gov- age 15 000 condition like new dyer s
Anne Grinnell will be hostess to the Sayinghits."
St. John’s Church Friday nigh; Mrs. Rolf Heistad in Brooklyn, and Rockland appointed exr.; Alvin G appointed tr.
Accounts Allowed: Chester L Pas Baptist Philathea Class Friday Then oat the bad: door slipped away ernor or Maine. I must announce 9A-fiAOE 54 Parlc 81 Tel- 12*'w a u
Rev Eric Robinson, rector of S: cf Mr and Mrs. Carleton Col? pottie. iate of Friendship, deceased.
for a ride
th^,T
and'therefor-shan
wm css^yfS
Andrew's Church. Newcastle, will iThordis Heisuoi in Oakdale. Long tewville J. Pottle of Rockland ap- cal, late of Rockport, deceased, flrst night at the church parlors.
ehin- new bike. :hat she viewed
and Anal account presented by
Mr and Mrs George F Dean On theWilli
not further be an active candidate hens peter edwards. Tel. 806-J.
preach. At 5.30 p. m. a public fish- Island. Mr. Heistad's visit wa:
such pride
pecial admr.; Rich- j have bought the Fuller house on
271 Limerock St
22-24
for the nomination at this time.
chcwder supper will be served at tuned to attend the
be best, just to coast for
Rockland. de- Gould street and will move there 'A hilla would
the parish hall.
“I shall continue speaking to such YOUNG horse for sale, weight about
while
sary of the Nordmae
1400. K AHLHOLM Warren
22*24
flnal account pre- | shortly,
There were five tables in play, fcrening. a singing society to wiucu mina Waini0 late of Rockport, de
That should make It easy to do the groups as may desire to hear my
flrst mile".
sented by Orace H Britt, admx.;
H G. Grindle is a patient at the
at the Star Circle card party Tues
views on public affairs and public SECOND hand timber for sale. 8"xl6”
23' 30' long FRANK SILOUEN. Warren.
She soot topped a rise then began the
°
.ceased. John Wainio ol Rockport E1Ja F Larson, late of Rockland, Veterans' Hospital In Togus
day night at Masonic hall. Win
questions. These views are to me
descent
22*24
appointed exr : Earle McIntosh, laic deceased flrst and final account preMrs. Robert Dexter. Mrs. William
ners were Mrs. E. R. Biggers at con
The
oik
•
gathered
spe
*i
aud
more
so
far
sincere
convictions
that,
to
Miss
Ruth
Packard
of
Rock!
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. 910;
u
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Mona
M.
Me‘
s
„
nted
dy
Andrew
Larson,
exr.;
Faekard.
Mrs
Charles
Cookson,
ewHkly
she
wit.
tract , Alfred Strout, Mrs Lucy- is guest for ten days of Miss Bar
me, it is far more important that
lojxg: soft wood slabs; kindling.
Ir.tosh of Rockland appointed exx.; Floyd L. Shaw, late of Rockland, j Mrs. Arthur Dougherty. Mrs. Doris But below. Iu t beginning the climb, they be adopted in the manage- j Junks
Clark. Mrs Karl Stetson at auc bara Richardson.
^3J2,CARROLL’ Warren Tel. Rockland
was a car.
Mary
A
Donohue,
late
of
Rockland,
_______________________________
22 24
deceased, first and final account Lankton and Miss Ethel Savage And with horror she clung to the bike’s ment of our state government than ‘
tion. and Mrs. Warren Knights at
Twenty-two attended the meeting
[ HEAVY duty 8-inch circular saw for
handle bar.
"63'' Refreshments were served, of the Trytohelp Club Monday night deceased. Bridget Kirkpatrick of presented bv Emma L. Shaw, exx.; comprised a bowling team from the
that
I
be
elected
to
public
office.
.
,,
, _
, .
! sale, also heavy duty 8-lnch Jointer
M Leighton, late of Thom local YMCA. who bowled a Rock' 'Will I make It', she mutt-’red, her
the ccmmittee being Miss Helen at the home of Mrs. Diana Pitts. jy^kland appointed^exx.^Geneva
As National Committeeman from plainer, 2 h. p single phase 110-220
lr. flxed star-.
Stetson. Mrs. Leila Smalley and The time was spent with sewing H Burns, late of Rockland, deceased aston. deceased, final account pre land team Tuesday night. The Then eyre
she whlz/e.l safely by with Just Maine I share the apprehension of volt "wtor with counter shaft and
Mrs. Lura Libby.
Mary E McKinney of Rockland ap sented by Edward K Leighton of Rcckland team was victorious by
nothing to spare
manv
interested Renuhlica.is lest Pul!fya: ah ar* tn perfect condition,
after which a buffet lunch was
many interested ttepuoiicans lest ( Ari, e. FREEMAN Olencove. Tel.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday- served and a brief business session pointed exx.; Emily J Butler, late Rocldand'. exr ; Mary Sophia Sinar*. 31 pin
On on down the hill at a terrific rate the participation of so many can-: Rockiand 103
i8*20-tf
Mrs A J Curry and daughters Went bicycle, rider, and with them
night at Miss Margaret Crandon's. was held. Next week the Club will of Warren, deceased, Bernice C late of Camden, deceased, first and
didates for Oovemor in thc pri- ( D At II. hard coal. egg. stove, nut,
rode fate.
Mrs. Edward G. Weston is visiting meet at the home of Mrs. Lena Waldron of Beverly, Mass., appoint final account presented by Edwin are in Waterville, called by the ill
Round the curve down a slope, would mary none of them able to com- H4.50 per ton. del Household soft coal,
ness cf her mother.
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr. Tominski
ed exx
the thing never stop?
G Merrill, exr.; Alzenas L. Robbins,
mand aa majority
maioritv tote
vote 01
of tne
the party.
mrtv ,M9 P
River
soft,
mana
per
,,r ton
ton' del
del- LulnPy
fornew
swap
,or easil
Plans are now well under way Bearing
and Mrs. Lloyd Benner in Bruns
Petitions
for
Administration
down with great speed on a
Charles Mitchell of Rockland was
late of Rockport, deceased, first and for the YMC.A. benefit bridge
shall
bring
about
the
nomination
tickets M B. & c. o perry, 519 Main
horrtfled
cop.
wick.
winner of the donation doll drawn granted: Estates. Ann O'Brien, late final account presented by Gilbert
a yell and wild leap he made of some candidate who will not 8t • Tei 487__________________
The We-Two-Club meeting Mon off at the Valentine party of Frei of Warren, deceased. Walter S. Harmon, admr.; Mary S. Lockiej party sponsored by the Ladies' With safety
In time
have sufficient party support in HARD eoal lor sale, 914 50; PocahonBcwling Club to be held at the And the mans
day night was held at the Metho A Norwood W.R.C. held Friday OBrien of Rockland, admr.; Jane
harrassed thoughts
the September election to produce Xd^io'""’’}' B. PAULSEN.
drT
dist vestry with Dr. and Mrs E. R. night. Mrs Vellie Simmons, a Abell Homer, late of Baltimore. late o. Warren, deceased, first andg orange hall March 5, at 7.30 o'clock
would’nt do In a rhyme.
Tel
Moss and Mr and Mrs. Forrest member, whose birthday falls cn Maryland, deceased. Charles F. final account presented by Joseph ] "Tickets are now on sale and tables Then the whistle. « blast that was a party victory. The good of the Thomaston 62
14-tf
both loud and shrill
A
Lockle
of
Washington.
D.
C.
may
be
reserved
bv
caUing
Mrs.
A
Grafton tire committee The busi Feb 14 was a special guest at the Dwinal of Camden, admr.; RichBut the rider had vanished again, down State and of the party dictate the ' hard wood per foot, fitted 9L2E
sacrifice of the personal ambitions Sawed »i.i5. long, 91.05. U. B. 8t C. o.
ness meeting was conducted by the party as were also Capt E M Tor- ard Hammond, late of Camden, de admr.; Harland J. Calderwood of I l Anderson.
a hlU.
Rockland
first
and
final
account!
Camden
Lodge
K.
P.
will
hold
a
14-tf
of the candidates, if necessary, in PERRY. Tel 487
president. Forrest Stone, three more rev. Herbert Crockett. Henry Boini- ceased. Mattie A. Collins of Bruns
Her hat had been mashed flatlv down
presented
by
Helen
C.
CorbetLgdn
;
public
installation
of
officers
order
to
permit
the
sound
party
couples,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Elliot.
on
her
head
.- ---i »»
,,,
. dell andCharlesChapin ofCamden
wick. admx.
Elmer E Studley. late of Thom- Thursday night at 7.30. A program Her hair-do was wrecked, and both strength to be consolidated and
Mr and Mrs. Warren Knights and The anract:veValentine cake which
,♦
Petition for License to Sell Real, aston deceased, first and final ac- of entertainment and dancing will
eyes very red,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carroll, be featured the refreshments was thc
Gazing grimly before her she whis concentrated to avoid undesirable 11
ing received into membership. It handiwork ol Mrs. Kati? Chapin. Estate granted: Estate Maria T. count presented by Walter B Stud follow the installation
results. I ask my friends and suppered "My! Stars!
ley. admr.; Julia Annie Bradford,
Today is tiie last showing of “The If they ever catch me I'll bc put be porters to cooperate in this pur-1£ _ » » V
was planned to have a sleighing
---A
Mils Betty Cavanagh is in Lis-1
hind bBrs,"
party Friday night, conditions be bon Falls for a week's visit with Grant I .'.'un Wtl cn. Marion La:;?, late of Tliomaston. deceased, first Shop Around the Corner" with "Go alow",
pose.
said
a
sign,
"road
construc

"Tn retiring ax an
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
Louise Fricst, Bet'y Kochs, Flor and final account presented by Margaret Sullavan and James
ing
favorable. Thc remainder of , relatives.
tion ahead".
,.
□ . retiring as an active can- calted for and delivered T. J. I'LEMStewart at the Comique Theatre But the bike never faltered as onward didate
he evening was spent playing
Miss Barbara Waldron of Gl?n ence Miller. William Spear. Craig ! Frank D. Elliot, exr.
at
this
time
I
shall
keep
myino 19 Birch st, Tel 212-WK
18-tf
It sped
•james anti refresliments were cove is spending the school vacation Kcrpinen. Nan Dow. Bruce McFar- Petitions for Probate of Will pre- Friday and Saturday there will be The rider
1*OSITION wanted as housekeeper or
was helpless, not seeming to self In readiness to respond to such
a
double
feature
program
'The
Cat
land,
and
Charles
Foote,
the
last'
ented
for
notice:
Charles
C.
Wall,
served lhe next meeting will bc as guest of Mis Edith Cavanaugh
care.
call for party service tow ard the ! carc o! children tel 1282 w
23*25
held March 11, witli Mr. and Mr
The Baptist choir will meet for named pupil now pending the win- iate of St. George, deceased, Nellie and the Canary" witli Bob Hope When the bike reached "construction'' desired end as the progress of the! position wanted as housekeeper;
and
Paulette
Godard
and
"Wall
St
she
ro^
in
the
air
pr
,
mary
.
campajgn
may
j neat, good plain cook; (references
E
Averill Wall of St. Oeorge. named
Stone and Mr. and Mrs. Richard rehearsal Fridav night at the horn, ter in Florida
indicate DODGE. 9 Berkeley St. Rockland 23*25
M;
Bohndell u proud cf the exx . Leona M. Sherman, late of Cowboy” with Roy Rodgers.
Feyler in charge of arrangements, of Mrs Maud Walker.
Voice rose ln weak protest, containing , desirable ”
Tiie
Friday
Club
will
meet
this
no
mirth.
fact
that
on
the
weight
check-up
of
ONE of thc largest aud best known
Miss Carol Griffiths of Foxbcro,
Washington, deceased. Mahlon L.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes
won and she settled to
stove and furnace companies doing
Mass., arrived Tuesday to be guest and daughter Judith visited Sun her pupils at the end of the first Turner of Washington named exr.; week at the home of Mrs. Eugene As gravity
earth.
buslnesa on national scale wants local
As
many
as
4.000
termites
have
Thomas.
semester each showed a gain, vary- Martha Burgess, late of Warren,
of Mr and Mrs. Forrest Stone sev day in Bangor and Orono
She knew then, full well, she had made
salesman to sell all styles of stoves,
• • • •
a mistake
K been discovered in a single cube foot furnaces, air conditioning systems,
eral days.
Tht Nitsumsosum Club and hus-1 *nS frcm one-half to six poui
deceased, Elizabeth B. Robinson of
When
she
rode
on
that
bike
without
Dr.
L.
W.
Hart
electric washing machines, etc.: Inter
of wood.
Mrs. Francis Friend of Skowhe band.- met Monday night at thc The physical as well as thc mental Warren named exx.
testing the brake.
view will be arranged. Write "K''. caro
Funeral services were held tliis Vowing
gan is visiting her parents, Mr. and heme of Mr. and Mrs. A. V McIn improvement of her pupils has been
never again would she ride on
Petitions for Administrations pre morning
The Courier-Gazette
23*25
for Dr. Lewis Wesley Hart,
a wheel
Mrs. A. J. Linekin.
tyre in Warren. High score win given serious consideration by Miss sented for notice: Estates. Hattie D
EARN and learn 12 young men and
for a shoe that was minus
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
ners were Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Bohndell throughout her teaching | Bennett, late of Camden, deceased, 71, who died Monday night at his She reached
women wanted to leam practical farm
a heel.
KNOX. S4S
heme on High street, after a long At the
ing
LAKEVIEW
AGRICULTURAL
Notice to taxpayers of Thomaston. Bisbee with Mr. and Mrs Fred Hol career and Ihe results have been I
ditch, where a badly wrecked
February 13. A. D 1940 SCHOOL. Rockville
cbvicus
and
highly
ccmmer.ded
by
Kalph
G.
Bennett
of
Camden
named
illness.
23*25
bicycle
lay,
The town books will close March brook receiving low.
We. thc undersigned, having been
Dr. Hart was born in Holden, son Gave not a glance as she hobbled away. duly appointed by the Honorable Harry DIRECT representative wanted for re
Charles Ccllins remains ill at hi. > the School nurse and others inter^r'othv' C
1. 1949. All unpaid taxes will be
All Fruit Trees.
Jested m the work.
camuen. aeceaseo. uoroiny g. Of Francis and Sylvina <Goodwin)
E Wilbur. Judge of Probate within and liable Nursery Arm
Rose B Hupper
come delinquent in the town re home cn Ainesburv Hill
Experi
tor aald County, Commissioners to re Roses, etc., fully guaranteed
The warnservice Thursdav a'
Curing the past seven-weeks Knight of Rockport, named admx ; Hart, and had been a resident of Tenants Harbor
port. George E. Gillchrest, Tax
ceive and decide upon the claims od thc ence unnecessary Pay weekly. CON
this
town
tlie
past
39
years.
He
the
Baptist
Church
will
be
omntc"
,crm
mid-forenoon
lunches
of
hot
Pearl
Grant,
late
of
Somerville,
NECTICUT
VALLEY.
Manchester,
Conn.
creditors of Erne-t A. Munro late of
Collector.—adv.
23&2S-26 tilts weeklandiSe“nimbus wUl g, chocclate and cookies have been Mass., deceased. B.Eliot Finn of
was a member cf the Masonic or
23*lt
Rockland ln said Couney. deceased,
whose estate has been represented in
ders of Camden and was a gradu
to Rockland to attend the Convoca- enjoyed tach day by the children. Boston. Mass., named admi.
THREE MEN WANTED
solvent. hereby give pi/blic notice,
Supply customers with famous Wat
tion at the First Baptist Church they furnishing the latter and Miss
Accounts presented for notice: ate of the Philadelphia Dental
Ml
agreeably to thc order of the aald kins Products in this area
Business
This convocation
includes the Bohndell. the hot drink.
| John E. Ross., late of Rockland, de Cc liege.
Judge ol Probate, that »lx months from established 10 years Earnings 920-930
and after February 6 1940 have bcen weekly to start Write R J KEELY. 331
H? is survived bv one daughter,
churches in the Damariscotta L.n-1 Occasionally the tots will b? made ceased, first and final account pre' FRESH DAILY/ '
allowed to aald creditors to present Johnson Avc. Newaik N J
22*24
coln and South Kennebec assccia-' haPPy
a surprise from seme par- sented by Laura A. Ranlett, admx.; Mr F. A. Peirce of South Wey
and prove thelr claims, and that wc
17?* HOT -COLDMfAT’,
mouth,
Mass.,
two
sons,
Errald
Hart
ents,
as
recently
happened
when,Nettie
M.
Griffin,
late
of
Rockland,
>eople wanted
PATIENTS or elderly people
will attend to the duty assigned us
tions.
home MRS.
MRS NELLIE
as Commissioners, at the
Probate to bare for ln my home.
2ESTFUL FANCY.
Mrs. R B. McFarland sent to the deceased, first and final account ct Camden, and Hilliard Hart of
Court in aaid Rockland on March 14 GROTTON. 138 Camden 8t, Tel. 1091-W.
schcol a large box filled with home presented by William A Griffin, exr. Detroit, Mich.; one sister. Miss
Ilrbi'krn Schcol Notes
21-tf
1940 Bnd August 6. 1940 at two of the
Inventories Filed: Estates of. Her Clara B Hart of Bangor and two
clock In the afternoon of each at . aid
M;s3 Hortens? Bohndell, teacher mad? gingerbread men and on tlie
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watches
days.
occasion
cf
their
valentine
parly.
blethers.
Dr
W
F.
Hart
of
Cam
bert H. Stover, Jr„ of Rockland,
clocks, antiques all kinds
Call end
at Hoboken sub-primary to fifth
STUART C BURGESS.
______
__ seven-point
.......
Mrs. Ruth Kochs sent a ginger ____
den and H. M Hart of Bangor.
deliver, fl ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
grades, ________
announces the
HORSE
RADI
SH
ALEXANDER R GILLMOR
Amesbury
St
.
Rockland.
Tel.
956-J.
Rev. Weston P Holman officiat
children in her school: Leona Ames, I bread man 36 inches in height and ;
Commissioners
14-tf
IT TIE HMEU IF UIU UJTEMIIT MTMMItt
ed. Burial will be in Union.
MICKIE SAYS—
Robert Bartlett, Sidney Stinson i dressed in edible clothing, which I
20 Th-26
Friday and Saturday
Phyllis Spear. Allan Jones, Philip i ma^e the little folks eyes fainy :
pop out of their heads, and was I
$2000; Nellie E. Bean. Thomaston,
! more than enough to supply the j
AU- letters vji-im stuff
$5.59157; Nettie M. Griffin, Rock
kC*'
mid-morning lunch for the 32 stu
FOR--tme PAPER. SHOUl-O BE
land. $1897.31.
t
Friday and Saturday
dents now enrolled.
SIGWEO, WOT THAT WS'LL
BAB//

FOR SALE

ROCKPORT

WANTED

Statle

CAINS

ANpA

'EGGS ANO CHICKS:

^•romewni amenta

Clarence E.
JHUUUord
Mulford’s

Rat ow*
a***

JOAN BENNETT

Strand

Show* Mat. Z.00.
.J.30,' Ha 10
Contlnnons Saturday Z.00 U 1» 30
Hundar Matinee J o’clock

p.

S

G OMIQUt
Osm&n •" THE^TRE

Tri 2579

ANNIVERSARY WEEK OF
BIG HITS ENDS TODAY

NISCIUA IAN(' WAYNE MORRIS • 1ANE BRYAN
EDDIE A1IERT* JANE WYMAN ■ RONALD REAGAN

NOW PLAYING
“GREEN HELL"
with
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. JR

GRAPH.C

WIltteM

BOYD
TODAY
.1. FARRELL MaeDOXALD

MARGARET SULLAVAN
JAMES STEWART

“THE SHOP AROUND
THECORNER”

in

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

"GENTLEMAN FROM
ARIZONA"

BOB HOPE
PAULETTE GODDARD

Plus Tally-Ho, $25
Coming Soon

“CAT AND THE
CANARY”

“GONE WITH THE WIND”

and

PRlWT YER. klAME, BUT SO
WE WILL KJ4OW WHO THE
COlfrHJBUTOR. IS*
AU. RAPCRS HAVE THIS RULE

ROUND POND
Mrs. Ida Fountain is ill.
Thc remains of Miss Cora
Waldron of Freeport were brought
here recently and Interred in the
Maple Grove cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer of
Damariscotta Mills were gues!s
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Richards.
Miss Marion Gorham of Newton,
Mass., is passing a week’s vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Prank Gorham.
Alvano Havener was in town over
the weekend.
The Muscongus Cemetery Society
met recently with Mrs. Herbert
Bryant.
DAYS OP
HELPI POR
DISCOMFORT
Try CHICHE8TERS
CHIC
PILLS
for functional
periodic____
pain
inctic..... _______
Usually
and 1discomfort.
“
* ”
‘
give •QUICK RELIEF. Xsk
your 1druggist lor—

‘WALL ST. COWBOY’

CH I CHESTERS

ROY RODGERS

I .1 LIAMONfl

A
11. susiNe'.s ovfK \z

PILLS
RRAN'i
1,0 ,iz.t

W inters Conic and Winters Go...
But

I)a:H

Anthracites Quality

Remains Consistently High
My

IflI

Snow, gleet, zero weather . . . Init. through it
all. Winter after Minter, the quality of D&H

CLEMENTS Reds. Rocks. Crosses, Sex
Links have pep and profit ability.
Malne-U S Pullorum Clean Customers
arc extra enthusiastic. Pullet chicks
In all breeds There are good reasons,
told ln lree catalog Write for lt now.
CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33,
Winterport, Me
S.C.R.I. Red Chicks lor sale, hybrid
pullets, and hybrid roosters. U S pul
lorum clean M M KINNEY. Thomas
ton. Me . St George Rd , Tel. Tenants
Harbor 56-14.
18*27

Anthracite remains consistently high. It’s always
clean, pure and accurately sized. That’s, why,

year after year, thousands of fuel buyers con
tinue

to

specify

order todav? -

D&II

Anthracite.

M hy

-

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

nol

ROCKLAND

THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL

CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
dependable hauling waste and ashes.
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel 1399 14-tf
WASTE and ashes removed reason
able rates, dependable servtce. STAN
HALL, Tel. 311 or call at Hall s service
station. Main and Winter Sts.
17-tf
MEN, Women! Get Pep. New Ostrex
tonic tablets contain tonics, oyster ele
ments. stimulants for pep and vim
olten needed alter 40 by bodies lack
ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
Vitamin Bl. Get package Ostrex today.
Call write C. H. MOORE Ac CO.
16*26
KEYS' Keys I Keys' Keys' Keys' Keysl
tuck- icpaiieu Keys Cut Irom code.
B II CRIE As CO, 32« MrIIi St
9-11
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Every-Other-Day

Miss Helen Delano has been
MRS. WILLIAM MOULAISON
Educational Club
spending a few days with her par
ents, Mr and Mrs. Sanford Delano,
The funeral of Mrs. William Moucoming from New York to attend
laison iMary E. Reedi took place
Mrs.
Ingraham
and
Mrs.
burial services far her aunt, Mrs.
at Queen of All Saints Church,
WiUiam Moulaison.
Bradstreet Preside In Mrs. Brooklyn, Friday Feb. 16. inter
ment being at St. James Cemetery
Rich’s Absence
in Thcmaston.
Metnebesfc Club will meet in the
Mrs. Moulaison was born in
Tower Room of the Community
The regular session of the Wo- Rockland, daughter of John L. and
Building Friday at 2.30 p. in. [Hoste.?*es. Mrs. Eva Hellier, Mrs. Lilia 'm9ns Education Club was held Fri- Eliza (Shields! Reed. She attend
ed the Rockland public schools and
Hcwe, Mrs. Louise Orbeton. Mrs
In the absence linished her education at St.
Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs. Gertrude Fay- day at *1 A.R. ha
son and Mrs. Vanessa Cowan of the president, Mary Perry Rich Joseph's Academy in Portland. She
"Palaces of Royalty ln France" will 'who is in Florida. Mrs. Rebecca In- was married to Mr Moulaison in
be the topic of the afternoon A'
flrs, vicp pipsidcllt of thc ' 1903 and spent most of her married
By K. S. F.
life in Brooklyn.
I short subject will be given by Mrs. B
'
Louise Ingraham: a paper on Fon- club presided at lhe meeting,
Mrs Moulaison had been in poor
tainebleau bv Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
The session opened by rccitinR Health for the past three years.
Thc following lines were found in i
on Versailles by Mrs. Ida Dondis1 passages of Scripture.
Current };Pr t’eatli occurred suddenly Wed
the effects of a friend after her
events were discussed by the club nesday, Feb. 14. looked for by her
and
on
Gardens
and
Fountains
by
death recently:
and a fine paper on "Madame Lil immediate family, but coming as
Mrs. Louise Orbeton.
"Ood let me live each lovely day
lian Nordira" was read by Mabel a shock to lier friends.
So I may know that ccme what may
Steadfast friendship and true
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Lake of Harding. Mrs. Emma Bradstreet's
I’ve done my best to live thc way
Miss Gwendolyn MacDonald who I Chestnut street entertained friends paper on "Mary Ellen Chase" was loyalty held a deep meaning far lier,
You wish me to.
lier hfc being a splendid example
has been taking special courses at at their home on Chestnut street very much enjoyed. Mrs. Clara cf these two qualities She is sur
Forgive me if I do not pray
Monday night by way of celebrating Emery gave n most interesting
Gorham
Normal
School,
has
been
The ultra sanctimonious way
vived by her husband.
engaged as grade teacher at Bridg their wedding anniversary. Lunch sketch of the hfc ol Gertrude
In church, on every Sabbath day
eon
and
cards
figured.
An
appro

Leavitt,
after
which
C,
B.
Rose,
sub

ton. She is having a week's vaca
As some folks do.
master of the Tenants Harbor High I Albert McCarty has returned from
tion at her heme cn Talbot avenue. priate gift was presented.
Just let me know if I should stray
Srhool gave an instructive discourse.! a short visit in Boston.
' That I may stop along the way
Gordon Thompson of U of M. ls Mr Rosp said tha, we the people of
Eesiert-bridge at the home of
At any time of night or day
Mrs. Ernest Buswell served as en guest cf his parents Mr. and Mrs j today are not passing through worse
The Owls Head Parent Teaciier
And talk with You."
! difficulties than the people of Bible As.-cciaticn will hold a card party
tertainment far the Mite Club John Thompson
• • • •
Mcnaay afternoon.
Mrs. A. D
Mrs. Shprman~Rokes entertained!^. •««»
Washington in in the town hall Friday night.
Isn t it easy when the cold season Morey was high line at cards.
T H E. Club Monday night, bridge b,s if1!nc Ja.ed a gicat crisis but
Is on to realize what joy one gets
More Personals on Page Six.
prizes going to Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, he did not lose faith and wc should
from the evergreen of the pine and
Miss Constance Lane of Rock Mrs. Russell Carter and Mrs. Wal keep the faith that everything I
cedars and hemlocks?
port has been the guest of Miss ter C. Ladd.
would come to a satisfactory ad-' Mrs. Earle Gowell of Thomaston
• • • •
Bertha Coombs far a few days.
justment, even lf the outlook Is [ was hostess yesterday to DessertMr. and Mrs. H D Newcombe, dark at present. After box lunch bridge Club, honors going to Mrs.
Some families seem to have a j
great deal of difficulty in trying to] Mr. and Mrs. Almcn Cooper, Jh , who have been visiting relatives the evening meeting opened with Oiimore Soule and Mrs. W. Seymour
fc stay married. We wonder 19 they of 27 Eim street, celebrated their and friends here, Tetumed Tues Mrs. Emma Bradstreet second vice Cameron.
“ really trv very hard.
i llrst wedding anniversary Monday day to Mattapan, Mass.
president in the chair. Patriotic
• • • #
night. The guests were Mr. and
devotions were led by the fallowing
Mrs. Kennedy Crane entertained
Wt are told that the ingenious Mrs, Oliver P. Ingraham, John 8 i a busy meeting of the Arts and members: Lords Prayer, Mrs. Clara Wednesday at luncheon bridge.
Nazi is to make what they will call Lowe Jr., Robert Waterman. Lu-J Crafts Society, took place Monday Sawyer, Preamble to Constitution.
cinda Rich, and Glenn Woodman 1 night, at the What-Not Shop. Mrs. Mrs. Leila Benner; America's Creed.
dairy producU out of coal.
cf Rockland. Miss Faith Richards Wrlheimina Fogg gave an excellent Mrs. Hazel Woodard: Lincoln's
• • • •
Junior Harmony Club will meet
cf Augusta, Mr and Mrs Erwin report of the N.Y.A concert, setting
If as Marcus Aurelius once said, Johnson of Gardiner, Miss Flor- i forth in a humorous manner, the Gettysburg Address, Mrs. Nettle! Friday night at 6.30. at Community
"The happiness of your life depends ence Titcomb cf Old Orchard Beach difficulties encountered and, how Stewart: Salute to the Flag. Miss Bul*ding. All officers are urged to
Mabel Harding. Tlie members were|a,,end
upon the quality of your thoughts," and Miss Clara Woodman and Miss they were overcome.
Mrs
_
J ~
,
much of the world teday is not Jane Thatcher, both of Swampscott, Greene reported a substantial bal- 100 percent perfect in the 15 minute
period of solid reading. Mrs. CaroT'le " ednesday Eve Club was enhappy.
Mass. Buffet lunch was served.
ance ln the treasury. Instruction line Sleeper gave n fine book re- ,SrtJJln?d this week by Mrs. David
cn tie making was conducted by
B^ldge ho"ort wenf ?°
The minister Illustrated a point
Mrs Walter W. Spaulding and Mrs Evelvn Peaslee and refresh view to be continued at the next ^cCarl?
and Mrs. John
ef his sermon by saying, "We plant , daughter Miss Alice Spaulding have ments were served. An exhibit of meeting. One charter member and ^rs'
roses in the sunshine, but
we returned to Mattapan. Mass They hammered metal werk was shown four life members were present and Chisholm, Miss Anne McLaughlin
'•* if —
want fuchsias to grow we must keep were called here by the death of by Mrs. Helen Carl on. Ties and many applicants were voted into receiving the travel prize. Light re
them in a mere shady place ' Fol Mrs Spaulding's mother, Mrs. E. woven bags will bc subjects far membership, after which F. A. Win freshments were served.
lowing tlie service he was ap E Simmons.
study at the meeting next Monday slow gave a splendid review of hls
Golden Rod Chapter, O.ES., will
proached by onc of thc women of
travels in Canada to Philadelphia
night.
hls ccngregatlon. Her face was
Mrs Edward W. Peaslee is spend
and the World s Fair. An acrostic meet Friday night, with the new
beaming
ing a few days in Augusta.
Donald Coughlin, who has been was presented by Mrs. Sarah N. Me- officers occupying the chairs. There
"Oh, I can not tell you liow much
in Brooklyn. N. Y. to attend fu Cullagh in honor of the leader, Mrs. will be no supper, a social hour to
follow thc meeting and relreshments
I do appreciate that sermon," she
William Moulaison. has returned neral services for his aunt, the late Mary Perry Rich
said. shaking hls hand At last it tc Brooklyn after spending a few Mary Reed Moulaison. has returned
Division manager T. C. Stone gave will bc served. Members attending
seemed his efforts were appreciated. days in this city to arrange burial home.
a brief talk on telephone work and are requested to furnish sandwiches.
“Yes." she went on, "I never did services for his wife the late Mary
showed a group of pictures on the As there are several important mat
knew before what was the matter Reed Moulaison.
The beard of managers of thc j telephone in the United States, and ters to come before the chapter, a
with my fuchsias."
Maine Federation of Music Clubs, in foreign countries. Tlie telephone large attendance is requested.
• • • •
At the clcse of tlie Rubinstein met Monday in Gardiner, to ccm- message was instructive and inter
Clifford Smith of Hamilton. Mass,
"Water, water everywhere." Few Club program. Friday night, thc plete plans far the annual conven esting. Manager Stone stated that
there are in Maine who realize that members and participants joined in tion to be held in that city May between 9.C00 and 10,000 local calls is spending the holiday in Camden,
there are 2222 lakes and 1393 rivers an informal social hour, refresh 23 and 24 Mrs. Grace Strout, dis are handled daily by the Rockland a guest at “Green Gabies."
and streams in this State. Almost ments of ices, cakes and coffee be trict director, was among those at office, together with 500 to 600 out
Mr and Mrs. Wyman Poster and
takes one's breath away wlien one ing served. Mrs. Nettie Averill, tending. representing the Rubin- going toll calls. The corresponding
thinks of all the beauty of reflected general chairman, poured, her as itetn Club and the Thomaston calls in summer are 11.000 to 12.000 duughfer Louise are spending the
hoiday and weekend with the Frank
sistants being Mrs. Faith Berry, Baptist Choral Society. The con
colcring In these waterways.
W Fullers
• • • •
Mrs. Lydia Storer and Mrs Natha- vention concert of May 24, will be local and 1,000 to 1200 toll.
The next meeting of the Educa
Latest trawler launched at Rock Ie Snow. Several club members epen to the public, the highlight of
The Browne Club will meet Fri
land. Me., is built of white oak; her helped in serving. Table decora tlie program being a massed chorus, tional Club will be held March 15.
Mabel Harding.
day night at 7.30, with Mrs. Charles
frames were cut within 20 miles of tions consisted cf favors and hearts, directed by Dr. John Warren Erb,
Assistant Secretary
Whitmore. Oranlte street.
the shipyard. 8he's fastened with pertaining to the valentine season. of New York University.
tree-nails, and "salted" with 189
bushels in the frame spaces. A real
cld-t!mer —Boston Globe

This And That

/f’s Senter Crane’s

in Straw, Felt, Fabric
Abloom with Trimmings
Smart heads will ned as prettily as
flowers this spring—in our very femi
nine hats, beautifully trimmed and
rich with hand detail. Whatever fash
ions you choose to wear this spring—
you’ll choose to accompany them with
these pill boxes, sailors, tricornes and
turbans.

$2^8
and up

Another Value Day
Saturday, February 24th

Final Clearance
WINTER COATS
Lot 3

Lot 2

Lot 1

$5.00

$15.00

$10.00

$3.00

to close

18 CHILDREN’S COATS

Page Seven

Values lo S!*^U

Raymond J. Kelly, National Com
mander of thc American- Legion,
suggests that if present laws ware
inadequate to depert Harry Bridges,,
West Coast labor leader, they should 1
be revised "to take care o f such 1
cases." In an address to a District j
Legion assembly, Commander Kelly i
said “a man of that type is not en- ’
titled to the privileges of an Ameri- ;
car, citizen." and added that "he J
should not be permitted to continue
to stir up trouble and strife as he
has been doing for the past 20
years."
• • • •
This past week it has been "clear '
the track.” With a toboggan chute i
lying diamond sparkling in thc sun
and with the pale moonlight giving !
the tint of green to the ribbons of .
pathways, as ofi you go fast, faster, i
and fastest; and the exhilarating I
winter sport fills your heart, mind
and soul with its harmonics of de
light.
• • • •
Joplin. Mo , lias a municipal fruit
and vegetable market wheqp trucks
from 40 States visit and seme 1000
trucks carry away the excellent
qualities of fruits and Vegetables
assembled there far wholesale mar
keting.
• • • •
"Now, Charles, dear what will you
say at thc party when you’ve iiad
your treat?"

.••«««»,

New 1940 General Electric
Ranges and Refrigerators

"Goodbye."

Final Close-out of Shi Suits
Lot I
Reg.

$3.75

Val. $5.95

$6.95

Lot 2
Reg. Val. $9.75

Bargains in the Bargain Attic
New Spring Dresses,

$1.59

Boys’ Striped Polo Shirts,

.22

Children s Percale Dresses,

.49

pair

.09

.55

Silk Hosiery,

Men’s Work Shirts,

.49

Blue Chambray—All Sizes

We Sell Hundreds

.15 to

White with Red Trim

Your Choice of 3 Types

.89

Congoleum Mats,

.09 to

First Quality—Real Bargains

Purinq<

TO SUIT DIFFEIENT WOMEN -

ANO FOR DIFFERENT DAYS

•/
L

ordinary needs of
REGULAR for
most women,
days when leu pro
JUNIOR for
tection is needed.
for days when extra pro
SUPER tection is needed.

KOTEX on.
FACKAOC OF 12

.29

Full Fashioned. Pure Silk

83 Square—Sizes 3 to 14

Enamel Ware,

yard

Dress Fabrics,

1 to 3 Yard Pieces—49c Value

Real Extra Value

Men’s Fancy Hose,

.29

Hot Water Bottles,

Fully Guaranteed

Regular 198

fcVV

Box of 66 for $1.00

TARY
SOFT
ABSORBENT

.65

• • • •
Bcston has been having a gay
|J£ i time living in the past musically
' i while listening to music written be
tween tlie 15th •and T8tH Centuries
and being played on virginals, small
harpsichord- without legs and the
viola da ganiba of thc olden times.

Our Premier Showing of the new

1940 Electric Ranges and Refrigerators
is now going on.

invite you to come in and look them over

A safe safety pin. A California
manufacturer says lie has invented
p real onc this time and It's so
simple I don't understand why no
one ever thought ot it befcrc. It
springs shut and will soon be on
the market. Tlie ones I purchase
spring lost.

during this special showing.

rrr

Gt!

K
c

See the new 1941) G-E Refrigerator
with Conditioned Air!
Foods keep
fresh longer in sweet, clean air—and

• • « •

The largest hatchery in the Unit
ed States is in Vineland. N. J.,
where 1.500,090 eggs can be hatched
at one time.
• • • •
b Corporal: "That new recruit used
to be a clerk '
i Sergeant: "What makes you think
£0?"
Corpora!: "Ever? time he stands i
at eas: he tries to put his rifle bc- '
hind hls car."
.
• • • •
' During the stermy days or 1843, j
two men entered Rothschild's Bank '
in Frankfort, Germany, and said to
'the banker: "You liave millions and I
millions, and we liave nothing; you1
must divide with us."
1 "Very well," he answered lo their
,surprise, “what do you suppose tho,
firm cf Rothschild is worth?"
"Abrut forty millions of llcrins."
"AU right," said the banker.
"There art 13,000,000 people in
Germany: that will be a florin
1 apiece. Here's yours."

1

Wc most cordially

transfer of odors is practically elim
inated.

The new refrigerators give

I

lower, faster freezing and controlled
humidity at even lower operating costs.

The
offers

1940 General Electric Range
you

the cleanliness, economy,

speed and better results that approxi

mately two million and a half women
SEE THESE FEATURES

enjoy today.
NOTE THESE FEATURES

• Extra Fast Units

• Large 2-Unit Oven

Visit our store this week and see what
ELECTRIC LIVING OFFERS YOU
IN GREATER ECONOMY AND
LEISURE IN 1940!

® Controlled Humidity
• Air Filter

• Broiler Meter
• Extra Fast Freezing

• Smokeless Broiler

IEST COLDS

200 Sheets for 12%c

To relieve distrcsseaslly,quickly,

500 Sheets, 28c

ssviss
UU0 IT » out UF » MUlHtRE

• Non-Tip Shelves

CEMTI
POWE I

• 6-Quart Economy Cooker

.INF

>MPANY

• All-Steel Cabinet

Sealed-in-Steel Mechanism

Every-Other-Day
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*• Ola Hupper and Mrs. Margaret Mrs. Eda Goff and Mrs. iljauc
Down In St. Pete
Reid are on the dinner committee. Hawes are on the dinner committee.
Mrs. Goff will conduct the meeting.
This ls the flrst of this series of
Camden Feb 28. at the Orange
St
fo Spirited
meetings which will be held ln all hall, in charge of Mrs Hazel Clark.
'
_,
Boothbay. March 1. at the Orange
Detail the Story Of One
24 communities In Knox and Lin
THE
coln counties.
hall, in charge of Mrs. Mary PinkC^-ll c___ 1»>
oweil reea
A training class will be held in ham and Mrs Susie Lewis.
FARM BUREAU
Camden at the Grange hall at j
St. Petersburg. Fla., Feb. 17
10.30 a. m., for foods leaders on
4-H Club Notes
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Variety ln Vegetables. Miss Leone !
The Winners 4-H Club of Vinal
It rained Saturday out at Gulf
women with dinner served at 6 M. Dakin. Extension Foods Special haven reorganized Feb. 12 at the
ist, will conduct the meeting and
port,
but nobody in the crowd of
oclock by Mrs. Mattie Gardner leaders will prepare different vege-1 home of Mrs. Marion Littlefleld.
and Mrs. Hazel Dunbar. A film table dishes for dinner. The fol-! the assistant club leader, with 14 25 Rockland people assembled there,
strip on "Improvements for the lowing foods project leaders will, members present. Offlcers elected seemed to mind it.
All they wanted was elbow room
Home” will be shown and there attend: Mrs Edna Packard. Friend were: President. Marion Oakes;
till be a discussion of home im ship; Mrs. Florence Brown. Hope; vice president, Mary Warren; sec for the proper discussion of one of
provements made by the members Mrs. Eunice Morse. Rockland; retary. Betty Dyer; treasurer; the best six-bit meals that ever
Feb 27. Boothbay, at the Grange Mrs. Mary Spear and Mrs Edith Norma Skoog; color bearer, Freda strained a girdle, and while It last
hell at 130 p. m.. with dinner at Overlock, Rockport; Mrs. Josie Staples; and club reporter Beatrice ed. the carnage was terrific.
noon served by Mrs. Rosie Davis Conary and Mrs. Junetta Kalloch, Burgess. Mrs. Kenneth Cook is I The wind rattling in the palm
trees outside the windows was a
and Mrs. Grace Reed.
Tenants Harbor; Mrs. Annie Den- club leader.
Leveme Patterson entertained fitting accompaniment for tlie
Feb 28 Whitefield, at Mrs. Ella nlson and Mrs. Flora Baum. South
Cunninghams, at 1.30 p. m.
iThomaston; Mrs. Doris Arey, Vlnal- the Jolly Highlanders 4-H club of dishes and dentures which rattled
Several thousand women living haven; Mrs. Nettle Grinnell. Bur Rockland Feb. 12. Mrs. Prances within, and while the skies dark
in every county in Maine are ex- kettvllle; and Mrs. Eda Ooff. Farrand was in charge of the meet ened and the table gradually
ing which was on vegetable cook cleared, the sighs of repletion from
peeled to attend the series of 300 Union,
or more foods meetings being held ;
• • • •
ery. The girls were divided Into satisfied guests rose and mingled
with the breeze, in gusts of gratui
in February and March, announces A farm management meeting groups to prepare several varieties tous gratliication which threatened
Miss Leone M Dakin, foods special- will be held In Aina, Peb. 28. at of vegetables—baked, boiled and the security of every vest button in
Ice cream, cake and the place.
ist. Agricultural Extension Service. Erskine hall, at 7.30 p. m. This ls creamed.
University of Maine. The Exten- a joint meeting for both men and cookies were served and all sang
The only skeleton at the feast
sion Service and the local farm women. Charts and home analysis club songs accompanied by Mrs. was the denuded framework of a
bureaus are sponsoring these edu- will be explained showing bow im- Patterson at the piano
flock of spring chickens which ar
cational meetings on the subject.! proved methods increase the in“Candling Eggs was the subject rived plump and succulent and de
' Shopping
for Your
Money s come on the farm.
of the demonstration given by parted as nude as a leafless tree.
Worth.''
Montsweag will have a leader Oeorge Buck, leader of the new This, and an alligator pear salad,
How to buy meats to the best ad- meeting on "Smart Cuts ln Sew- boys 4-iH club ln Warren—Oeorges which somewhere in Its career had
vantage is one of the big problems ing.'* Feb. 23. at Mrs. Madelyn Valley 4-H—at the meeting Feb. 15. enjoyed a brief flirtation with an
of rural housewives, says Miss Colby's. Mrs. Colby will conduct As recreation following the meet onion, comprised the heavy artillerv
in a gastronomical barrage to which
Dakin, and for that reason these the meeting and Mrs. Elizabeth ing. beano was played
everybody immediately capitulated.
meetings emphasize meat purchas- Hathorne. Mrs. Hazel Mank and
Stephen
Hamilton,
leader
of
the
In other words it was one swell
ing. The flrst meeting in this Mrs. Jessie Colby will serve the
two boys' 4-H clubs In Vinalhaven feed and a concrete demonstration
county will be held in Tenants square meal for health. Members
Harbor Feb. 29. at the home of Mrs will make samples of various dress used a wax model of a hen to eec- of how Mr and Mrs Camp, who
plaln hls demonstration on good operate Boca Ciega Inn ln the win
Gertrude Hupper. Miss Dakin will finishes at this meeting,
qualities of a laying bird at their ter and a popular hostelry at York
conduct this meeting and explain The following leader meetings
the principles of meat buying, meat will be on the subject of “Left- meetings recently The attendance Beach. Maine, ln the summer, treat
at both meetings was excellent—28
cuts. how to tell quality and age in overs in Meal Planning:''
meats, and what cuts make the Union. Feb 27. at Mrs. Florence and 13 members, respectively.
most economical purchases. Mrs. Calderwood's.
Mrs. Calderwood. The Jolly Hustlers of Burkettville
met at the home of thelr leader,
Mrs. Helen Prior. Saturday. Feb. 10.
After the business meeting, which
was conducted by Almond Hart,
the president. Miss Lucinda Rich.
4-H club agent, conducted a con
test on Judging the good and bad
points of beans. Refreshments of
candy and cookies were served by
the boys and hostess.
The Fox Islanders of Vinalhaven
I at thetr recent meeting, voted to
send 82 toward the fund being
; raised to send a 4-H boy to National
Camp at Washington. D C., in
June, and gl to the Finnish Relief
Fund.
These folk are .showing
thelr Heart-H. Thelr leader Is
Mrs. Barbara Nutting.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND

KNOX-LINCOLN
Agriculture
There will be a poultry meeting
at Glover hall. Warren, next Tues
day at 7.30 p m. This is a countywide meeting. A filmstrip will be
shown on management practices
nnd the outlook for 1940 will be
dis ussed.
There will be several farm man
agement meetings next week in tlie
ccunty: Wednesday. Feb. 28. nt
Erskine hall. Aina at 7.32 p. in :
Thursday. Feb. 29. at Will Hatch's.
Washington at 1.30 p in ; and Fri
day, March 1, at 7. 30 p. m.. ln
Union.
All orchardists will be interested
ln the meeting that will be held in
Hoi»e at the Grange hall on March
5. Tliis will be an all-day affair
starting at 10.30 a. m. Oscar
Wvman of the Extension Service
will be the speaker.
viitular* explaining the 1940
Agricultural Conservation Program
are now available at the Extension
Sp-vI-p Office, Rockland.
Tlie latest report on hatching
chi.Ks ■ or this year indicates a de
crease of 31 percent under last
year. New England is one of the
areas that show a large decrease.
• » » ♦

With the Humes
Meetings to be held with the
a gent on I.ow Cost Home Improve
ment:
Feb. 23. Rockland at the Farm
Bureau hall at 7.30 p. m. This will
be a joint meeting of men and

t

W hen you buy a low-priced car,
it is worth remembering that
only one line of cars today offers
you the same type engine from

highest priced car to lowest.

The Lincoln car is a V-type

"12.” The Lincoln-Zephyr is a
V-type "12." The Mercurv is a
IIHCOLN

V-type "8.”

V-,2

And the Ford is also a V-type
"8"f
Throughout this family of
quality cars, the V-type engine

of 8 or more cylinders has been
made the standard of quality
performance.

The wisdom of this choice is

LincomZEPHYR

land and sea and in the air, is
today held by a V-type (or dou

M2

ble "V" type) engine.
It was indicated again when
the 85 h.p. Ford V-8 gave more
miles per gallon in the recent

Gilmore-Yosemite Economy

Run than either leading lowpriced "6”!
We invite you to drive a new
Ford V-8. To learn for yourself
what a difference a fine-car en

gine makes... And to discover
at the same time what an alto

gether fine car this new Ford is
in ride and brakes and style
MERCURY I

and roominess, as well as in its

V-8 performance!

AND COSTS NO MORE TO RUN
R0 TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO. TCUmONESl

Buy Yourself rich—through clasi slfled otters

I
»

Out they Got

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
The weather is warming up some
what down here. The icicles are
nearly all melted and the plumbers
are getting a breathing spell after
working overtime repairing trozen
pipes. Woodyards are getting in
new stocks after selling out; in most
cases the chopping block was sold
to the highest bidder
Hardware men sold out all the
oil stoves and electric heaters and
all the old tin stoves that were in
storage were brought out and found
a ready market The green benches
are again occupied after being de
serted about four weeks.
Fishing was good for awhile. I
could go down to the lake and pick
up a pail of frozen fish and not
wet a line. Maine is a cold State
but the fish never Ireeze to death
in the lakes.
E. H. Philbrick
St. Petersburg, Fla.. Feb. 20

Hundreds of Super Values throughout our store!

PRICES REDUCED TO THE BREAKING POIRT!

In tlie Boston Herald on the day
following the big blizzard appeared
the following news item which will
Interest all friends of a certain na
tion across the sea.
‘ Boston storm refugees, marooned
ln North station by tlie storm, were
so grateful for peaceful America and
a steam-heated waiting room they
dug deep Into thelr pockets to con
tribute 824758 to the Finnish re
lief fund.
,
“Harvey H. Bundy, Boston chair
man. reported that Wilfred R Lewis
of Salem casually walked into head
quarters on Washington street ves
terday with a hatful of bills and
coins ranging from a wad of $10
bills to a pint and a half of pen
Dies.
"During the long wait for trains,
Lewis said, some one in the crowd
grumbled they might as well be in
Finland. That started something!
People pointed out there was Incon
venience but no danger from bombs
here, and some one else shouted
they ought to 'shell out' for Finland
refugees. Lewis’ hat was pressed
Into Immediate service.'*

CHILDRENS
COUGHS'“COLDS
DON’T "take chances'* with unknown
products to relieve discomfort of your
child's spasmodic eroupy coughs caused
by colds. Use “Children’s" Musterole!
Musterole gives such QUICK relief be
cause it's nof “just an ordinary salve."
Rub It well on your kiddie's cheat, throat
and back. It soothes and stimulates sur
face circulation and helps break up local
congestion and pain. Ita soothing vapors
ease breathing. 40f. Approved by Good
Housekeeping Bureau.
CHILDMN'S

VALUE VOLT!
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Rayon Satin
Peg. $1.58 For 2
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FINAL CLEARANCE

>2

AND $3

Reg. $1.97

Leather & Suede $

LOOK TW ICE
THE PRICE!

.(NATIONALLY FAMOUS

Just 148

Brand New Season

43??

DRESSES

In the wanted colors
and materials

FABRIC
GLOVES
Reg. Si
BEY ALL YOE CAU

100% ALL WOOL

Scorei ot styles including
everything new and smart.
Some better dress reductions
included.

FLANNEL

ROBES

SPECIAL DRESS CLEARANCE

$3

Values to $5.97

U HAT A BEY!

ONLY 38

FURRED
COATS

------

Reg. up to $19.98

HOW CAN YOE CO WRONG?
378 MAIN ST.,

SEE YOUR FORD DEALER FIRST FOR IOW-COST FINANCING

Mums
ues

/

“Might As WeU Be In Finland.”
Said Stormbound Passenger, —
Started Something

-—

'

WflMfS

Vq/i

• ONLY REGULAR
STOCK INCLUDED!

PASSED THE HAT

quickly relic,, DISTRESS of

OUR ”8” IS BETHR THAN A ”6”

lett

Largest sand dunes in eastern
America are the nine shifting sand
mountains of Dare coun'y, N. C.

Cleaning bouse to make way for new spring merchandise!!

6“EXTRA”HELPS

Y

— As®®

E. H. Philbrick Says the
Sunny South Is Getting
Back To Normal

■ Registration of women for war
pervioe, if the need arises, is in prog
ress at 60 polls throughout the
province of Manitoba, Canada.

fimn

»ssrv.«/!

Waxes Sarcastic

indicated by the fact that every
world performance record, on

Jaiuuicse newsboys carry clusters
Spam once owned thc major part
Uie home lolks when thej get a
of the land now constituting the of bells to supplement their cries of
chance.
"Wuxtry."
Terry Waken of Presque Isle de United States.
signed the menus Each was ap
propriately embellished with a
cover sketch of a Maine lighthouse,
garnished with quotations from
Olived Wendell Holmes and Holman
F. Day and stuffed with facts
about Rockland This composition
was so attractive that one soulless
diner started to eat his copy and I
was diverted with difficulty.
Some of the crowd left early in an
effort to escape the deluge which
came later and those who remained
scattered into nooks and corners
for bridge and conversation.
Places were reserved nt the table |
for a delegation from Safety Har
bor which was expected but did not
arrive. Plans for the next lunclieon
were defefred until arrangements
cculd be concluded, which would |
bring them all together again two
weeks hence.
Those who attended were: Com
mander and Mrs J. T Kennedy.
Commander and Mrs O. H Reed.
Dr F. B. Adams, Mr and Mrs A
Wot*
B Allen. Mr. and Mrs H W Thorn
dike, H. A Howard. Mrs Harriet
Silsby Frost. Mrs Sue Keizer. A E
Torrey. Mrs. Evelvn M Hix. M
Carrie E. Brainerd, Mrs Helen
Fales, Mrs W. J. Thayer, Mrs. Lura
B. Fales, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown.
Miss Harriet Dunn. Mr and Mrs.
Lawrence Dunn, H E Edwards.
Mrs Richard S Fuller. Mrs. Rod
ney Weeks and Miss Charlotte
Buffum.
O. H. R.

ROCKLAND

